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Abstract

The three-sector general equilibrium model of the Dutch Disease developed by

Corden and Neary (1982) is adapted to a computable multisectoral framework to

enable a comparison between the qualitative predictions of the theoretical models

in the literature and the empirical solutions to an applied model. The applied

model simulates policy options in a Dutch Disease context with a seven-sector

computable general equilibrium representation of the Indonesian economy based

on benchmark data for 1980.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The suspicion that the windfall gains of the 1970s oilprice shocks carried

adverse side-effects for its recipients first became prominent in the affluent

countries of the North Sea which discovered large hydrocarbon reserves. The term

"Dutch Disease" refers to the negative effects on Dutch manufacturing of the

offshore natural gas discoveries during the 1960s. The basic general equilibrium

effects of the phenomenon - the "resource-movement" effect and the "spending"

effect (Cordon and Neary, 1982) - are clear enough to explain intuitively. First, the

increase in profitability of the petroleum sector (caused either by resource.

discovery or favourable price shifts) bids up prices of factors of production,

drawing such factors away from other sectors. Since the price of tradeables are

exogenously fixed by world prices (the so-called 'law of one price'), the movement

of factors of production into the oil sector contracts the non-oil tradeables sector.

Second, to the extent that some oil revenues are spent on non-tradeables (i.e. non

tradeables in the aggregate are a normal good), the price of non-tradeables

(determined by demand and supply within the domestic economy) is bid up

relative to the price of tradeables. This effect further contracts the non-oil

tradeables sector. This phenomenon - the contraction of the non-oil tradeables

sector as a result of the general equilibrium effects of a booming sector - is

termed the Dutch Disease.
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TheEconomist (April 9, 1981), the journal which coined the term,' cast the

Norwegian economists concerned with the "disease" as somewhat akin to New

York psychiatrists specializing in the syndromes of the affluent," Indeed, it can be

argued that the real nature of the "disease" in the Netherlands lay in the use of

hydrocarbon rents to construct unsustainably high social welfare levelswhich could

not then be dismantled for political reasons (Corden, 1983). The interesting

question then arises as to why the phenomenon should be considered a "disease"-

implicitly a policy problem - in the first place. In international trade theory,

countries should simply specialize in their comparative advantage. If an oilprice

shock (or resource discovery or technical progress) shifts this comparative

advantage, then so be it. The contraction of the non-oil tradeabies sector is thus

merely the normal outcome of a market economy adjusting to the effects of a

resource-based windfall.

III the neo-classical model, the case for any specific government

intervention can only be constructed on the grounds of externality: it would be

necessary to demonstrate some divergence between private and social valuations

of the tradeable goods sector before any policy "cure" is proposed. If there is a

"learning-by-doing" or other infant industry-typeargument applicable to the non-oil

tradeabies sector, then some form of subsidy or protection may be optimal on

1 Max Corden (1984) refers to the November 26th, 1977 issue of the journal as the source of the
first printed reference to the term.

2 Enders and Herberg (1983) refer to an early paper on Norway published in Norwegian in 1973;
the issue has also been discussed in GEeD reports on Norway.
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mterternporal grounds (Van Wijnbergen, 1984). If the petroleum boom is expected

to be temporary or reserves of the natural resource are limited, then the structural

change caused by the boom will have to be reversed later; i.e. the non-oil

tradeables sector would be required to expand in the. post-boom period. At the

heart of the Dutch Disease debate, then, is the question of whether it is socially

efficient to allow the non-oil tradeables sector to run down in the short run only

to be expanded later. The decline and later recovery of that sector may be thought

to lead to a non-optimal decumulation of physical and human capital during the

resource boom. The optimal portfolio diversification choice on the part of.

government, in which oil is extracted from the ground and other assets bought,

would then include a production structure which yields a viable base of industries

producing tradeable goods into the post-boom period.

Aside from this case for such sector-wise discriminatory intervention, the

general result that governments expand the public sector in response to the

booming sector phenomenon is unexceptionable. When governments derive large

additional revenues from the taxation of rents, the shadow or supply price of

public sector revenue falls and the optimal proportion of public goods in total

output increases. The availability of low fiscal cost rents that natural resource

booms engender lowers the marginal cost of raising public revenue and is itself a

case for expanding the public sector. To that extent, the Dutch policy reaction to

the natural gas discoveries - increasing publicly-provided goods and services - was

correct in the normative sense. The point is reinforced, in the positive sense, if the
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public choice argument is brought in: the political price of government revenue

falls if it is accepted that governments broadly seek to maximize their activities

under some sort of electoral constraint. In such a public choice model, raising

nominal tax rates presumably loses votes (and other sorts of political support), and

the windfalls of the booming sector provide an opportunity for governments to

derive the political benefits of an expanded public sector without having to incur

the political costs of increasing nominal tax rates.

The Dutch Disease literature, like economics in general, has primarily

focussed on generating general equilibrium theorems about the role of markets.

in achieving an efficient allocation of resources. But little attention has been paid

to the role of policies in influencing the general equilibrium effects of a booming

sector. Thus, in a major conference on the "Dutch Disease", MaxCorden expresses

his opinion that

the government policy reaction issue and, in particular, the way
governments spend their extra revenues resulting from the booms has been
somewhat underplayed, or at least not sufficiently highlighted, in the
literature and yet this has been the major concern in many of the
developing countries (1986, p. 326).

For the oil-exporting developing countries, the massive windfall gains

associated with the price shocks of the 1970s lay the basis for euphoric

expectations of rapid economic development. Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi

announced that Iran stood on the threshold of "Great Civilization" and Carlos

Andres Perez, Venezuela's president, visualized a "La Gran Venezuela" (Gelb,
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1988, p. 7). Indeed, for many of these countries, the windfalls released their

planners from the classical constraints on economic growth: foreign exchange,

domestic savings, and fiscal revenues.

Yet, if those who theorized on the "Dutch Disease" were among the first

to view the large windfalls associated with hydrocarbon discoveries as somewhat

of a mixed blessing, then observers of the developing country oil-exporters were

not far behind in casting doubt on earlier optimistic views. In assessing Iran's

experience, Katouzian (1978) for instance, concludes that the main consequence

was one of "dual depletion", including not only the country's hydrocarbon sector.

but also its agricultural resources. And Pablo Perez Alfonso, one of the founders

of OPEC, countered the optimists thus: "You think we are lucky. I don't think so.

We are dying of indigestion...I call petroleum 'the devil's excrement'" (1975, cited

in Gelb, 1988, p. 8). Examples of such pronouncements can be multiplied. Much

of the critical assessment of the experience of the oil-exporting countries has been

made on the basis of political and institutional grounds. However, mainstream

neo-classical analysis of the problems associated with booming sectors, based on

narrower and more 'economic' criteria, has also qualified the earlier optimistic

views of windfalls.

The adjustment policy issue emphasized by Corden becomes especially

imperative in the case of the developing countries for two reasons. First, the

booming sector in most of these countries is typically an enclave, almost

exclusively so if we are talking about natural resources that require capital and
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technology-intensive extraction technologies (such as hydrocarbon reserves). In the

enclave model of the Dutch Disease, where the booming sector's inputs of skilled

labour, intermediate goods and capital are predominantly imported, there is a

more pronounced redistribution of resources between the public and private

sectors of the domestic economy as most of the rent accrues to government. What

the government does with its additional revenues would thus playa major role in

influencing the response of the domestic economy to the petroleum boom.

Second, many of the developing countries which depend critically on

petroleum. exports are capital-importers with limited endowments of energy.

resources, often with substantial domestic economies with high absorptive

capacities. Examples would include Algeria, Egypt, Venezuela, Mexico, Iran,

Nigeria and Indonesia all of which expect to become net oil-importers within two

decades. There is widespread concern among policy-makers in these countries that

the contraction of a country's tradeable sector would be non-optimal: when the

natural resources run out, the lost exporting and import-substituting industries may

not re-emerge or may do so only at great cost. A country's temporary good fortune

may thus permanently reduce its long-run growth prospects. Faced with high but

temporary oil-derived windfalls, the role of public policy would then be to ease,

on externality grounds, the adjustment to an oil-based economy in order to

prepare for "re-entry" to the post-oil phase.
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Objective

The basic objective of this dissertation is to learn more about how the

'Dutch Disease' phenomenon can be more usefully modelled for policy purposes,

taking into account in particular Max Corden's comments on the "policyreaction"

issue as cited above. Within this overall objective, a more specific purpose is to

simulate policy options by investigating the comparative static properties of a

general equilibrium model of the Indonesian economy based on benchmark data

for 1980 under alternative assumptions and policy regimes. This enables a

comparison between the qualitative predictions of the theoretical models in the.

literature and the empirical solutions to an applied, static, multisectoral general

equilibrium model of an actual economy.

Simulations to derive comparative static results are thus motivated by the

following specific questions about Indonesia's experience of the 1970s oil-price

shocks:

1) Do average prices of traded goods decline relative to those of non-traded

goods i.e., does a real appreciation occur?

2) Does the structure of domestic production outside the oil sector shift away

from tradeables towards non-tradeables?

3) What are the income distribution effects?

4) How may the policy response of the government modify these effects?
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The choice of Indonesia as a case-study is supported by two factors, quite

apart from the personal predilictions of the author.' First, data of adequate

quality and in a required form - a major consideration in the construction of

multi-sectoral computable general equilibrium models - is available. Second,

empirical evidence indicates that - among the countries which share the common

characteristics of capital-deficit, developing country, oil-exporters with limited

hydrocarbon reserves" - Indonesia stands out as an exceptional case in that it

managed to sustain an abnormally strong performance in the non-oil tradeabies

sector through the period of the oil-price booms (Gelb, 1988; Warr, 1986). The.

comparative static results of an applied general equilibrium model would help

examine the argument that it was the policy response of the Indonesian

government that attenuated the "Dutch Disease" effects of the oil booms of the

1970s.

Approach and Outline

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) analysis traces its roots to the work

of Harberger (1962) and Johansen (1960). The basic theoretical framework of

CGE models is well known. In brief, it is essentially a numerical analogue of the

3 The author works for the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies; its terms of reference are
apparent.

4 These are Algeria. Ecuador, Indonesia, Nigeria, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezu::la. Mexico,
Egypt and Iran, the other countries which share many of the same essential features of this group,
are not included.
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Walrasian general equilibrium model of a competitive economy. The criteria

determining the structure and specifications of an applied multi-sectoral model

necessarily involve a tradeoff between empirical verisimilitude and theoretical

tractability. Thus

i) the model should be comprehensible rather than a "black box", and not to

complex for computing optimization;

ii) the model should possess sufficient structure to address policy choices

important for Indonesian-type, capital-deficit, developing, oil-exporter

economies;

iii) the model should avoid placing excessive data requirements on the

Indonesian data-base.

For the purposes of this dissertation, we adopt a variant of CGE models applied

by Dervis et ai (1982) to small, open developing economies. Three sets of

simulations are proposed to examine the comparative static impacts of exogenous

oil price shocks on sectoral prices, sectoral composition of output and

employment, and income distribution under alternative model assumptions and

policy behaviour:

i) the impact of a positive oil price shock under two alternative assumptions

of the labour market:

(a) flexible wages for all wage categories

(b) rigid nominal wages for high income labour;
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ii) the impact of a positive oil-price shock under alternative fiscal regimes:

(a) increased public consumption

(b) increased public investment

(c) increase private consumption via transfers.

iii) the impact of a positive oil price shock under alternative trade regimes:

(a) increased tariff protection

(b) reduced tariff protection

In Chapter 2, the 3-sector 'core' general equilibrium model of the Dutch.

Disease developed by Corden and Neary (1982) is reviewed, followed by a

discussion of several modifications required to make the model more appropriate

to a developing country context. Chapter 3 provides a general introduction to the

Indonesian economy of the early 1980s, with a focus on the country's experience

of the 1970s oilprice booms and on available empirical evidence of Dutch Disease

effects. CGE model specifications and the 1980 benchmark dataset for Indonesia

are presented in Chapter 4. Model runs and comparative static results are

analysed and discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of

results and policy implications, and points out areas for further research.



Chapter 2: Dutch Disease Theory

Despite the recent antecedents for the term, the "Dutch Disease" is an old

subject in the economics literature. An early paper by John Cairnes, dated 1859,

seems to have been the first to have used a Dutch Disease-type analytical

approach to study the impact of the Australian gold discoveries of the 1850s

(Gelb, 1988, p. 21). Since then an extensive literature followed and, by the early

1980s,a large body of analytical work was already established. The core references

to the theoretical literature are the two survey articles by Corden and Neary

(1982) and Corden (1984), the latter including a comprehensive bibliography..

Dutch Disease models have been used to illuminate many case-studies in a wide

variety of contexts where there have been sector-specific booms with adverse

general equilibrium effects on other sectors. Among the cited applications have

been on the impact of the North Sea discoveries on Britain (Forsyth and Kay,

1980) and Holland (Elman, 1981), the mineral discoveries in Australia (Gregory,

1976; Snape, 1977), and the 16th century inflow of American gold into Spain

(Forsyth and Nicholas, 1<)83).

In an analytical sense, Dutch Disease models trace their roots to the early

work of Harry Johnson and others in international trade theory. According to Max

Corden (1986), a central contributor to the theoretical literature, Dutch Disease

analysis constitutes a branch of the growth and trade literature concerned with the

general equilibrium effects of sector-biased technological progress - where

technological change in one industry leads to resource re-allocation, income re-
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distribution, and so on. Thus, Dutch Disease models are essentially generalizations

of the Johnson-type t-sector, 2-factor growth and trade models with a primary

focus on the medium run effects of large windfall gains on resource allocation and

income distribution. Monetary conditions are ignored, and the analysis concerns

only real, not nominal, variables. Macroeconomic aspects of resource booms 

essentially short-run monetary responses with some sort of theory of sticky prices

and wealth and expectation effects - are not considered by Corden and others as

part of the Dutch Disease model (Purvis, 1986, p. 330). Although any particular

economy's specific course of adjustment to a natural resource boom would be a.

function of both short run monetary effects and the medium to long run "real"

effects, the Dutch Disease models adopt the classical dichotomy to isolate the real

aspects of the phenomenon from the monetary aspects. While the validity of the

classical dichotomy may be subject to doubt, the assumption is necessitated by the

focus on the structural effects of a natural resource boom and its implications for

real variables.

In sum, although the term Dutch Disease refers to the specific 'de

industrialization' experience of the Netherlands withthe discovery of its gas fields,

the literature associated with the term covers mainstream neo-classical analysis of

structural change and other general equilibrium effects of booming sectors in a

small open economy using the tools of standard international trade theory. The

large number of contributions to the literature are essentially variations around

this theme.
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In the following, section (i) reviews the Corden-Neary 3-sector 'core' model

of the Dutch Disease; section (ii) relaxes or varies some of the assumptions of the

core model to make it more appropriate to the context of the developing

countries; and section (iii) poses the policy choices and their likely impact on the

Dutch Disease outcome. The aim of this chapter is to understand intuitively the

general equilibrium effects of a natural resource boom so that the results of the

applied multisectoral model may then be readily interpreted in the light of

received microeconomic theory.

The 3-SectorCore Model

The framework adopted by Cord en and Neary (1982) and Corden (1984)

is one of a small open economy producing two tradeable goods and one non

tradeable. For convenience, the two traded goods are labelled 'energy' (XE) , and

'manufacturing' (XM) , and the non-traded, 'services' (Xs)' Energy constitutes the

booming sector, and manufacturing the lagging sector. Each of the three sectors

uses a single fixed factor (capital) and a mobile factor (labour), given that the

concern is with medium-term effects. Factors are not internationally mobile, and

their stocks are fixed. It is assumed that there are no distortions in the commodity

or labour markets; wages are flexible and there is full employment. Labour

migrates between sectors so as to equalize the wage rate in all three sectors.

Two assumptions are implicit in the small, open economy characterization.

"Open" signifies that the tradeable goods sector is not an insignificant part of
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domestic output. "Small" fixes, for the country in question, the international terms

of trade and rigidly links the price of domestic tradeabies to the import prices of

its substitutes. The tradeable sector obeys the "law of one price", i.e. domestic

prices equal international prices for that sector's goods, with tariffs or quantitative

restrictions merely putting a wedge between them by some specified amount. The

market for non-tradeables, however, must clear by domestic price movements. In

this framework, the real exchange rate (RER) is defined as the relative price of

non-tradeables to that of tradeables. If the relative price of non-tradeables

increases, there is real appreciation.

The comparative statics of this model can be captured with the aid of two

diagrams. Figure 1 illustrates the labour market "with the wage rate (in terms of

traded goods) measured on the vertical axis and labour supply on the horizontal.

The horizontal distances from O, and 0T (in opposite direction) measure,

respectively, labour inputs into services and into the two traded goods. The

demand for labour is a decreasing function of wages as given by the labour

demand schedules: L, is the schedule for the services sector; ~ is that of

manufacturing which, when laterally added to the labour demand schedule for the

energy sector, yields the total demand curve for the two tradeable sectors L; The

pre-boom labour market equilibrium is at point A where L, and L, intersect at

wage woo

Figure 2 illustrates the production possibility frontier (PPF) for the model

economy, with the output of traded goods (combined) measured on the vertical
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axis and that of services on the horizontal.' ST defines the initial PPF. The initial

equilibrium at point a marks the highest attainable welfare 1
0

•
6 The real exchange

rate is given by the tangent to the PPF and 1
0

at a.

The boom is modelled as a Hick-neutral technological progress in the

energy sector.' The impact of the boom is analysed separately in two stages in

order to clarify the distinction between the "resource movement" effect and the

"spending" effect. First, the "resource movement" effect. The demand for labour

in the tradeable sector increases in proportion to the quantum of technological

progress in the energy sector; alternatively, this can be explained as the result of.

the increase in the marginal product of labour in E as a result of the sectoral

boom. In Figure 1, the schedule L, shifts up (to the right) to L'n leading to the

new equilibrium B with wage rate wi' Labour therefore migrates out of both the

manufacturing and services sectors into the energy sector. At the new wage Wll

employment in manufacturing falls from 0TM to 0TM', and this is termed direct

de-industrialization.

In Figure 2, there is an asymmetric outward shift in the PPF from TS to

TS, as the maximum output of services (OS) does not increase while that for the

S Given fixed terms of trade, the outputs of the two tradeable sectors can be combined into a
single Hicksian composite good x,..

6 The noted theoretical problems with community indifference curves and, hence, the possible
impact of changes in income distribution on aggregate demand are assumed away.

7 For our purposes, utilizing a single-country model, such technological progress has the same
effect as a resource discovery or a favourable price shock. The implications of a price shock, once
it is recognized that it is generalized to the country's trading partners, are different outside the
assumptions of such a single country model.
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tradeables sector does (OT to OT). Holding the exchange rate (i.e. the relative

price of services) constant, the slope of OT at b is the same as at a, and b is the

new production point. Analogous to the direct de-industrialization effect, the

movement of labour out of services leads to a fall in output in that sector, so that

point b is left of a. Since in stage 1 of the analysis, the spending effect is

abstracted from, the income consumption line is vertical through a intersecting the

new PPF TS at j. With the real exchange rate held constant, there is therefore an

excess demand for services. Point b is therefore at disequilibrium, and the real

exchange rate must appreciate in order to equate demand and supply of services,.

the non-tradeable good. Following this adjustment to the relative price of services,

the equilibrium must be somewhere on the new PPF between points b andj.

To consider the spending effect on its own, we assume that the energy

sector is an enclave and does not draw on the domestic factor market when

adjustments occur; in terms of this model, the energy sector uses no (or an

insignificant amount of) labour. In Figure 1, therefore, the demand schedules L,

and~ coincide. The income-consumption line in Figure 2 is positive sloped, since

now non-tradeables (as tradeables) are assumed to be a normal good in the

aggregate. After the boom, at a constant exchange rate, demand increases along

the income-consumption line Oy which crosses the new PPF (TS) at c. Again,

there is excess demand for services and the real exchange rate appreciates. The

new equilibrium must therefore lie on TS somewhere betweenj and c, given that

j marks the extreme point where the marginal propensity to consume services is
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zero. Since the income-consumption line is positively sloped, some proportion of

the windfall is also spent on tradeables. As prices of tradeables are determined by

the world market, they remain fixed, and the excess demand fer tradeables is met

by increased imports.

With the two effects combined, output of services maybe lower or higher

than the initial level, although both effects work in the same direction to

appreciate the real exchange rate. The resource movement effect lowers the

output of services while the spending effect raises it. Despite real appreciation,

therefore, the output of services may falL In Figure 1, the labour demand curve

for services shifts outward (right, from L, to L's) due to the real appreciation (i.e.

a rise in the relative price of services) and the final equilibrium is at G.

Employment in manufacturing falls further, from OTM' to OTM", with the wage

also rising further from WI to w2• Manufacturing output therefore must fall with

direct de-industrialization being complemented now by indirect de-industrialization.

The former is caused by the outward movement of labour from manufacturing

alone. The latter is a result of real appreciation caused by contraction of services

output (due to the resource movement. effect) and the increased demand for

services (due to the spending effect).

We now turn to factoral income distribution. As shown in Figure 1, the

wage measured in terms of traded goods must rise due to the resource movement

effect. The resource movement effect also leads to a fall in the output of services.

Thus, the real wage (measured in terms of a basket of both tradeables and non-
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tradeables) must also rise. The spending effect, however, leads to a rise in the

output of services, and hence to a fall in the wage deflated by the price of non

tradeables. The wage in terms of traded goods must rise (as in Figure 1), on the

other hand, since the spending effect causes real appreciation. The impact on the

real wage due to the spending effect alone is thus ambiguous. And, therefore, real

wages may go up or down when both effects are also present. The stronger the

spending effect relative to the resource movement effect and the larger the share

of services in the consumption basket, the more likely a fall in real wages.

With respect to returns to the specific factor, capital, it is clear that profits.

in manufacturing must fall, whether one or the other or both effects are present.

If there is a spending effect alone, profits in services will increase. The resource

movement effect, however, may cause rents to capital in services to fall: the

resource movement effect leads to a rise in wages in terms of services (as shown

above) and may sufficiently squeeze profitibility to reduce rents. If output in

services does rise with the presence of both effects, then profits in that sector must

also increase. In the energy sector, the return to capital rises with the resource

movement effect. However, given that tradeable prices (including energy) are fixed

to world prices, capital fails to benefit from the spending effect alone.

The Dutch Disease in a Developing-Country Context

The core model reviewed above is illustrative of the range of general

equilibrium effects of the booming sector but embodies a number of restrictive
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assumptions which make it less appropriate for a developing country context. In

this section, we discuss several variations to the core model which enhances its

applicability for the purposes of this dissertation.

The BoomingSector as Enclave

A special case of the core model is where the booming sector does not

employ mobile domestic factors. In terms of our previous discussion, the oil sector

does not participate in the domestic labour market (to any significant extent at

least). In effect, the booming sector is an 'enclave'. We have already touched upon.

(in the introduction) the typical enclave characteristics of the oil sector in

developing countries. This simplifies much of theanalytics of the model, as there

is no resource movement effect - no direct de-industrialization - and our concern

remains only with the spending effect. The significance of the spending effect

hinges upon the marginal propensity to consume non-tradeables, and the

appreciation of the real exchange rate then becomes the key mechanism driving

resource reallocation. Provided that the income elasticity of demand for non

tradeabies is positive (i.e, the income consumption curve of Figure 2 is positively

sloped), XN - the non-tradeable output - must rise relative to the pre-boom

situation. To the extent that some of the windfall is spent on tradeables, increased

imports clear the excess demand in that sector. Hence, there is a deterioration in

the non-oil (i.e. manufacturing) balance of payments. Insofar as factor incomes are

concerned, real wages fall in terms of non-tradeables and rise in terms of
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tradeables. The impact of the spending effect on real wages thus depends on the

share of services in labour's consumption basket. Rents to capital in the services

sector increase. Given fixed world prices in the tradeabies sectors, the spending

effect does not add to rents accruing to capital in either oil or manufacturing.

Imperfect Substitutability of Tradeables

The core model assumes that domestic commodities and their counterpart

imports are perfectly substitutable. World markets either fully determine

commodity prices (tradeabies) or have no effect at all (non-tradeables). Within the.

tradeable sector, exportables and {mportables are symmetric and are aggregatable

into a single sector. The opposite assumption is often employed in the

'structuralist' models of the development planning tradition where imports are

treated as 'non-competitive'. There is zero substitutability between domestic goods

and their foreign-made counterparts; they are, in effect, perfect complements.

Reality is obviously somewhere in-between, so that there is a continuum of

tradeability observable in the empirical data across the categories of

commodities."

In the context of developing countries, quality differences between domestic

goods and their import substitutes make the assumption of imperfect

substitutability more tenable. When commodities are imperfect substitutes,

8 The theoretical problems with the perfect subsitutability assumption for building applied
multisectoral general equilibrium models are discussed in chapter 3.
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importables and exportables can no longer be aggregated. The sectoral impact of

real appreciation caused by the booming sector may then differ according to

where the import-competing and exporting sectors are located in the continuum

of trade ability. For developing countries, the exportable sector is typically

agricultural and faces stiff competition in the world market from other primary

producers; the manufacturing sector, on the other hand, is an importable which

is insulated from competing imports due to imperfect substitutability. If, as is

plausible, locally-produced manufactures are not perfect substitutes for imports,

then they can be posed analytically as partly tradeable and partly non-tradeable;

to that extent, they could on balance be beneficiaries of the spending effect.

Domestic Absorption

The booming sector's output is assumed to be wholly exported in the core

model. This is implausible in the case of certain commodities such as oil where

a significant part of it is absorbed domestically as all intermediate input by other

sectors. As in the core model, the windfalls accruing to the booming sector give

rise to the spending effect. But now, with a higher price for an intermediate input,

the net or value added prices in the lagging and non-tradeable sectors will be

lower. To that extent, wages and rents to capital in the non-oil tradeable and non

tradeable sectors will be squeezed, leading to a negative spending effect. Thus, the

positive and negative spending effects leaves the net outcome undetermined. If the

marginal propensity to spend out of the windfalls accruing to the booming sector
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is the same as that of wages and the rents of the lagging and non-tradeable sectors

combined, then the net spending effect would equal zero; if the marginal

propensities differed, then the net spending effect could go either way, causing a

final real appreciation or depreciation.

Further, there are two substitution effects to take into account. If

production processes in the lagging sector and the non-tradeable sector differed

in their oil-intensity, resources would move between the two sectors. If the non

tradeable sector was less oil-intensive, for instance, its output increase would be

higher (for a given quantum of the spending effect) and the real appreciation.

would be less. Second, the output of both sectors would be substituted for oil,

hence adding to the demand for the non-tradeable (excess demand for tradeables,

as noted, would be cleared by increased imports). This adds to the real

appreciation outcome.

Labour Heterogeneity

The core model assumes a single homogenous labour force. If (as is likely

particularly in developing countries) there are important distinctions within labour

which effectively segment the labour market - such as rural/urban and

skilled/unskilled - then the impact of the booming sector on factoral income

distribution would be more complex. Assume, for instance, that the tradeable

sector consists of agricultural commodities, and the non-tradeable sector,

construction and services, and that the latter is likely to be more skilled-labour
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intensive. In this case, the booming sector will tend to increase income disparities,

with real wages of skilled labour rising more (or falling less) than that of unskilled

labour.

Sector Characteristics and Terminology

In the core model, the three sectors were termed 'energy' (the booming

sector), 'manufacturing' (the lagging or non-oil tradeables sector) and 'services'

(the non-tradeable sector). To a certain extent, these terms represent stylized facts

of the Dutch and British experience. While the core model is a generalized one,.

the use of these terms must be adapted to reflect the sector characteristics of

developing countries. Furthermore, the distinction between tradeabies and non

tradeabIes - clear cut in the analytical model - is less unambiguous than it would

seem in a multi-sectoral context (as discussed in the section on imperfect

substitutability).

Non-oil tradeables may in actuality contain tradeable agricultural products,

particularly in the case of developing countries. The term 'de-industrialization',

obtained in the Dutch context, can thus be misleading. For developing countries,

a significant component of the lagging sector would typically be agriculture, and

a major effect of the Dutch Disease would in fact be 'de-agriculturalization', as

Carden has noted (1982, p. 362). If potentially tradeable commodities are subject

to prohibitive unit transport costs or binding constraints such as high tariffs or

quantitative restrictions (so that their domestic prices are not determined by world
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market prices but rather by domestic demand and supply conditions), then these

should be modelled as non-tradeables for analytical purposes.

Adjustment Policy in the Dutch Disease Model

As emphasized in the introduction, the core model in effect assumes away

the role of government. A positive theory of government behaviour in the context

of windfall revenues is beyond the objectives of this dissertation. Nonetheless,

policy options available and their impact on the kind of general equilibrium

adjustments discussed can be readily posed in terms of the model reviewed above..

We discuss below the impact of alternative exchange rate, fiscal, and trade policy

regimes on the Dutch Disease consequence of a petroleum boom, i.e. the

contraction of the lagging or non-oil tradeabies sector.

However, the first and most basic policy decision is between adjustment

and non-adjustment. Adjustment means allowing the increased revenues to be

absorbed into the domestic economy with its consequent 'Dutch Disease' effects

on the structure of domestic output, as discussed above; non-adjustment means

holding a fixed nominal exchange rate and 'sterilizing' the domestic monetary

effects of accumulating foreign exchange reserves (Corden and Warr, 1981). With

the latter policy option, the potential absorption benefits of the petroleum boom,

either in terms of increased consumption or investment within the domestic

economy, are deferred and the oil wealth is accumulated as foreign financial assets

instead. This policy has been termed as "exchange rate protection", aimed at
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avoiding real appreciation, and hence protecting tradeabies at the expense of non-

tradeables. The objections to this option are that it would lead to an excessive

accumulation of foreign assets and that it protects not only the lagging non-oil

trade abies sector but also the booming sector.

In the following, we assume that adjustment does occur, and the question

then is what the mechanism of adjustment should be. The first possibility, which

is termed the base case, is a floating exchange rate regime which allows for real

and nominal appreciation, with no accumulation of foreign exchange reserves and

with no change in the fiscal or trade policy regimes. The second possibility is a.

fixed nominal exchangerate with no sterilization. In the first case, the appreciation

of the nominal exchange rate reduces the domestic prices of tradeables and, in

effect, raises the price of non-tradeables relative to tradeables, i.e, a real

appreciation. The latter case increases the price of non-tradeables (as the Dutch

Disease model predicts). With the domestic price of tradeables given by world

prices converted at the nominal exchange rate (and adjusted for tariffs or other

wedges), this leads to an increased domestic price level, Le, adjustment via

inflation (at a rate higher than its trading partners).

In either case, the absorption of petroleum revenues will lead to real

appreciation with the attendant squeeze on those parts of the domestic economy

outside the petroleum sector that is engaged in the production of commodities

that enter into international trade or are close substitutes of these commodities.

In other words, real appreciation is brought about either by combining a nominal
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appreciation with a policy that keeps prices of non-tradeables constant or by

keeping the nominal exchange rate fixed and allowing the prices of non-tradeables

to rise. The new price level, however, under the fixed nominal exchange rate with

no sterilization option will be higher than it would be under a floating exchange

rate system,"

The Fiscal Regime

In the core model, income gains from the booming sector are spent directly

by factors that receive these gains. Yet it is clear that a large part of the windfall .

gains of natural resource booms are typically collected as taxes by governments,

and the manner in which governments spend their increased tax revenues is a

crucial element in determining the actual outcome of the spending effect. The

general argument, derived from the core model, is that the higher the proportion

of additional government revenues spent on tradeables, the smaller will the be

resulting real appreciation. Following this argument, the normative policy lesson

often drawn in the literature is that governments should direct their additional

expenditures on traded goods to control the impact on the real exchange rate and

the rate of inflation. However, as noted by Corden and Warr (1981), this

9 Focussing on comparative statics of real variables, we abstract here from the dynamic
consequences of inflationary expectations that would be engendered under the fixed nominal
exchange rate system with no sterilization, and assume a once-off increase the price level due to a
once-off increase in the price of non-tradeables, If expectations of a permanently higher rate of
inflation are generated, then domestic prices may continue to rise beyond the levels required to
achieve the same level of real appreciation as that occurring in the flexible exchange rate case (see
Corden and Warr, 1981, p. 348).
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conclusion is subject to an important qualification related to the substitutability

of government-procured traded goods with private sector consumption or

investment goods,

The first hypothetical case would be where additional government

expenditures (financed by the petroleum boom) take the form of purchasing

consumer goods and distributing them to consumers free of charge. In this case,

regardless of the mix of tradeable and non-tradeable goods involved in

government procurement, it makes no difference to the resulting real appreciation

and the accompanying intersectoral resource pulls as analysed in the core model..

Refering back to Figure 2, the equilibrium point due to the spending effect of the

petroleum boom remains between j and c (say, g), since consumers merely re

allocate their expenditures to compensate for the government's expenditure

pattern. The equilibrium point is unique to the private sector's propensity to

consume a particular mix of tradeables and non-tradeables. Barring income

distribution effects, the outcome also remains the same when the government

transfers additional revenues directly to households or reduces direct taxes.

The outcome is different only if the government procures consumer goods

which are not purchased by consumers or not substitutes to consumer goods, or

public investment goods not substitutable by private investments. In this case, if

the expenditure is concentrated on non-tradeables, then the real appreciation

effect is accentuated. If all additional government revenues are spent on tradeable

commodities which are not substitutable for private sector spending, then the
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original real exchange rate remains constant. In this instance, the outcome would

be similar to purchasing foreign financial assets and 'sterilizing' the domestic

monetary consequences (except, of course, that there would not be an

accumulation of foreign exchange reserve).

The Trade Policy Regime

Governments often cite an 'excessive' dependence on the petroleum sector

to support a protectionist regime to protect the lagging non-oil tradeables sector

from the adverse effects of the booming sector. If increased protection is the.

adopted method of adjustment to the petroleum boom, then the burden of

adjustment falls more on the unprotected industries of the tradeables sector. Since

the effect of shielding the tradeables sector is to inhibit resource reallocation

towards the non-tradeables sector, the consequent real appreciation will be higher.

The exportables industries in the tradeables sector would be more harmed than

if the adjustment was effected via the base case (i.e. a real' exchange rate

appreciation without a change in the trade or fiscal regimes). Lagging sector

exportables are then, as put by Corden (1984, p. 375), "hit twice": by the real

appreciation, which is now higher than what it would have been in the base case,

and direct resource loss to protected importables. This policy thus alleviates the

adverse effects on the import-substituting sector but only at the cost of intensifying
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the negative consequences on the lagging sector exportables."

An alternative approach would be to reduce levels of protection as a means

to facilitate adjustment to the booming sector. The efficiency basis of this

argument is that if there is to be a decline in the non-oil trade abies sector, then

such a decline should be directed to those industries in the sector whose

comparative advantage is least, viz. in those areas where protection levels are

highest (Corden and Warr, 1981, p. 349). Since protection of industries in the

trade abies sector is achieved only at the expense of other industries in that sector,

a reduction in protection as the means to facilitate adjustment would benefit the.

non-protected tradeable industries. The real appreciation caused by the spending

effect of petroleum boom will on balance benefit the non-protected tradeables

industries along with the non-tradeables sector, and harm the protected tradeables

industries to a greater extent that would be in the base case.

This concludes our discussion of the theoretical underpinnings of the Dutch

Disease model required to interprete the results of the comparative static

exercises of the applied multisectoral model in chapter 5. The following chapters

3 and 4, respectively, present the empirical evidence for the Indonesian case study

and set-up the applied model from the 1980 benchmark database.

10 Note that these arguments are in addition to the distortion costs, well-known in the
mainstream international trade literature, of increased protection generally.



Chapter 3:
Evidence of The Dutch Disease in Indonesia

The review of the 'core model' in Chapter 2 showed how the standard

neo-classical theory of adjustment in Dutch Disease models establishes the

presumption that a booming sector will lead to (i) a real appreciation and (ii)

a (medium run) shift in the production structure towards non-tradeable sectors.

This theoretical prediction of general equilibrium shifts in relative prices and

output composition is premised on comparative static analysis with all other

determinants of relative prices held constant. When comparing this theoretical

outcome of analytical Dutch Disease models with the historical record of actual

economies, however, the ceteris paribus assumption becomes problematic.

Economic history thus becomes a difficult if not intractable exercise in

counterfactuals, in this case comparing the observed experience of an economy

with a petroleum boom against a hypothetical situation that would have arisen

without the boom but with "all other factors" the same as those observed.

Thus, it is not surprising that Peter Warr pointed out at an important

conference on Dutch Disease economics that empirical testing of the predictions

of the substantial theoretical literature has necessarily lagged behind (1986, p.

290). And in the roundtable discussion at the same conference, Douglas Purvis

was led to remark that "we are all getting a bit repetitive in our theoretical

analysis ...rather little empirical evidence has been brought to bear on the fairly

extensive theoretical developments" (1986, p. 330). What attempts that do exist

in the empirical literature predominantly concern the experience of the
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developed countries, in particular, Britain, Norway, Holland and Australia." For

Indonesia specifically, several articles in the Bulletin of Indonesian Economic

Studies have examined various aspects of the phenomena.U However, of the

existing studies on Indonesia published in this and other sources, only two

represent attempts at direct empirical measurement of relative prices and

sectoral shifts to test Dutch Disease predictions (Warr, (1986) and Gelb (1988».

In the following, section (i) gives an overview of Indonesia's growth

performance; section (ii) presents some indicators of the size and use of the oil

windfalls; sections (iii) and (iv) survey the evidence on relative prices and

sectoral shifts respectively; and section (v) gives a summary of the empirical

evidence.

Indonesian Growth Performance since 1967

Winning independence in 1952 in a backdrop of extreme dislocation - war,

Japanese occupation, depression and a prolonged and destructive nationalist

struggle against the Dutch - the political climate under President Sukarno

continued to be unstable. The period up to 1965 was characterized by continued

economic decline and a regime which "in terms of disruption of the economy and

capital consumption, [was] worse than most wars" (Higgins, 1972). The extent of

the breakdown of the economic machine cannot be measured due to the demise

11 Corden (1984) gives a comprehensive list of references.

12 For instance, Warr (1984), and Corden and Warr (1981).
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of the statistical service, but by the mid 1960s, the inflation rate had accelerated

to over 600%, there were increasing shortages of basic commodities (including

the staple rice), and foreign exchange reserves and domestic savings were both

negative (Gelb and Glassburner, 1988, p. 200). In the event, the Sukarno period

of "guided economy" culminated in a military coup and the installation of

General Suharto in 1966 (who remains President to this day).

If Indonesia's growth performance in the first fifteen years after

independence was dismal, the next fifteen years present an entirely different

picture. The 'New Order' regime established by President Suharto marked a.

remarkably rapid transition from the economic collapse and hyperinflation of

1965-66 to a period of stable and sustained growth with relatively low inflation

rates. Table 3.1 indicates Indonesia's GDP growth rates for different sub-periods

during 1960-81 at constant 1973 prices. Average and trend growth rates" of

GDP were much higher over 1967-81, at around 8% per annum, than the

preceding 1960-67 period. A second observation is that Indonesia experienced

high rates of growth prior to the first oil boom in late 1973. In fact, growth over

1967-73 was even higher than during 1973-81 (the latter period, of course,

covering the oil price shocks of 1973 and 1979).As in other countries undergoing

rapid growth, the sectoral composition of Indonesia's GDP was substantially

transformed. At Indonesia's economic nadir in 1965, agriculture accounted for

13 As opposed to the simple annual average of reported GDP growth, the latter is expressed
as an exponential trend fitted to annual estimates of GDP.
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52% of domestic output but this had reduced to just over 30% by 1980; over the

same period, the contribution of services to GDP increased from 36% to 46%,

while manufacturing expanded from 8% to 14% (Gillis, 1984, p. 234).

Table 3.2 gives a more detailed account of the considerable structural

change that occurred in Indonesia since 1967. Comparing the period 1960-67

with 1967-81, there was an improvement in the growth performance of all

sectors, although the extent of improvement varied widely between sectors.

Among the fastest growing sectors were construction, utilities, transport and

communications, financial services and public administration, all components of.

the broad services sector. A sector's contribution to overall growth, however,

depends not only on its own growth rate but also on its relative size. Table 3.2

also shows the respective sectoral contributions to overall growth by taking this

into account. This changes the picture considerably. Over 1967-73, agriculture,

trade and mining were the most important sectors in terms of contribution to

overall growth. Trade and agriculture remained as major contributors, although

manufacturing emerged as the most important sector for overall GDP growth

during 1973-81.



Tab:le 3.1
Annual Growth Rates 1960-81 (%)

(in constant 1973 prices)

Period Average Aruma! Trend Rate
Rate

1960-67 2.02 1.70

1967-73 7.91 8.68

1973-81 7.52 7.48

1967-81 7.69 8.00

Source: Sundrum (1986, p. 42)

Table 3.2
Sectoral Growth Rates, 1960-81

Share Annual Growth Rates Contribution to
ofGDP (%) Growth

Sector (%) (%)

1973 1960-67 1967-73 1973:81 1960-73 1973-81

Agriculture 40.1 1.6 4.1 3.5 2.23 1.23

Mining 0.2 1.8 18.1 3.6 1.01 0.37

Manufacturing 9.6 1.0 9.6 14.2 0.79 1.72

Utilities 0.5 9.4 10.9 14.1 0.05 0.08

Construction 3.9 -2.3 24.2 13.1 0.58 0.66

Trade 16.6 2.2 11.7 7.4 2.01 1.29

Transport 3.8 0.9 10.8 13.8 0.33 0.60

Finance 1.2 -2.7 28.5 14.6 0.34 0.21

Dwellings 2.1 1.7 7.2 12.1 0.13 032

Public Services 6.0 4.6 4.9 12.8 0.30 0.95

Other Services 3.9 2.4 2.3 2.4 0.13 0.08

Total 100.0 2.0 7.9 7.5 7.90 7.51

Source: Sundrum (1986, p. 58).

35
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The Size and Use of WzndfaIls14

With a population of 129 million and a per caput income of $200 in 1974,

Indonesia was the poorest and most populous country to receive the substantial

oil windfalls of the 1970s. Indonesia's oil wealth, when viewed in per caput terms

was very limited when compared to the other similarly-placed capital-short, oil-

exporting countries. In 1979, for instance, the unweighted average per caput oil

exports of five other comparable countries" was $778, while for Indonesia the

figure was only $62. In 1980, Indonesia's oil output per caput was one-twelfth of

Venezuela's and about 40% of Mexico's (Gillis, 1984, p. 233).

A first measure of the size of the oil windfalls enjoyed by Indonesia is

given by Table 3.3. The annual average of real foreign exchange inflows to

Indonesia over the 1968-72 and 1973-81 periods given in the table refers to US$

values (millions) deflated by the US Export Price Index. While receipts from the

petroleum sector have been important throughout 1968-81, they become

dominant only after 1973. By the same token, Indonesia's resource base was

relatively diversified by the early 1970s, with only one-third of its foreign

14 Unless otherwise indicated, the data in this section is based on Warr (1986), Gelb (1988),
and Gelb and Glassburner (1988).

15 Algeria, Ecuador, Nigeria, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela. Together with Indonesia, these
countries constitute Gelb's (1988) sample of capital-importing (or high absorption), oil-exporting
countries.
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Table 3.3
Annual Average Foreign Exchange Inflows

IItem I
1968-73

I
1973-81

IValue I % Value I %

Oil Exports 834 32 5651 65

Non-Oil Exports 1093 42 2184 25

Net Foreign Borrowing 407 16 1013 11

Direct Investment & 267 10 -97 -1
other private inflows

Total Receipts 2601 100 8751 100

Index 100 336

Note: Values are in US$ millions deflated by the US Export Price Index
Source: Sundrum (1986, p. 43).

exchange receipts being dependent on the exports of oil and gas during 1968-72.

Foreign borrowing and private investment inflows were important sources of

foreign exchange before 1973, together constituting over 25% of total annual

receipts. These sources became less important during the following period 1973-

81, although foreign borrowing still accounted for a substantial 11% of annual

foreign exchange receipts.

Oil windfalls accruing to Indonesia accounted for a massive 16% of non-

oil GDP over 1974-78, and for 23% over 1979-81. Given that there is little direct

linkage between the oil sector and the rest of the economy in Indonesia, as in

other developing countries where the sector constitutes an 'enclave', the receipt

of oil windfalls was mainly reflected in an expansion of fiscal revenues. Central
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government revenues as a percentage of non-oil GDP increased from 15.6% in

1970-72 to 23.1% in 1974-78 and 30.9% in 1979-81.

The main fiscal response to the first oil windfall in Indonesia, much as in

other oil-exporting countries, was to increase spending on development

expenditures. Indonesia spent almost half of its windfall over 1974-78 on public

investment and another third of the windfall was used to reduce the deficit in the

trade and non-factor services account. The remaining 18% was spent on

consumption, roughly half of that being public sector expenditure. The largest

share of development expenditure went to economic infrastructure; unique to.

Indonesia (among other capital-deficit oil-exporting countries), however, was that

such development expenditure extended to rural as well as urban areas. The

windfall, along with an improved non-oil terms of trade and foreign aid inflows,

enabled government expenditures to exceed revenues as well as to considerably

increase its international reserves (less gold) for $805 million in 1973 to $2.5

billion in 1978.

Over 1979-81, with the onset of the second oil windfall, the Indonesian

government ran substantial budget surpluses so that the claims of the banking

system on the central government account fell sharply and international reserves

soared to $5 billion in 1980. Unlike the previous windfall of 1974-78, a major

part (42%) of the gains of 1979-81 was used to payoff the trade and non-factor

services deficit, while 22% of the windfall during 1979-81 was consumed and

36% invested domestically. The current account deficit equivalent to 1.6% of the
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non-oil GDP during 1974-78 was improved to a 2.3% surplus for 1979-81. In

effect, the level of absorption was kept substantially lower than the available

foreign exchange derived through the oil sector and concessionary aid flows. The

November 1978 devaluation of over 30%, accompanied by this policy of

expenditure restraint by the Indonesian government, was effective in the aim of

'exchange rate protection' - i.e. in holding down the level of real exchange rate

appreciation and maintaining the level of 'competitiveness'.

Relative Prices and Real Appreciation

.The real exchange rate, defined as the relative price of non-tradeables to

tradeables, is (as we have seen) a key equilibrating variable in the process of

adjustment in Dutch Disease models. The empirical measurement of the real

exchange rate itself, however, faces complications. To begin with, the conceptual

distinction between tradeables and non-tradeables - vital to the theoretical

framework employed in the models - does not match available data. Even at high

levels of disaggregation, sectors normally include both tradeable and non

tradeable industries. Further, as noted in the previous chapter, the existence of

binding quantitative restrictions moves potentially tradeable goods into the non

tradeable category. In Indonesia, as in other countries which have protected

markets, commodities subject to such quantitative restrictions are scattered

widely within the available trade data and it is not possible to separate them

from import-competing sectors.
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A further problem is that prices of some important commodities are often

administratively controlled. In Indonesia, most food crops (the most important

of which is rice) are price administered all well as subject to import quotas, and

thus do not fit into either category of tradeables or non-tradeables. Although

there is some evidence that the movement of domestic price of rice trails

international prices of the commodity, there are often wide discrepancies in the

short run (Warr, 1986, p. 294). Also, many of the measureable service prices

which have a large weight in the non-tradeable sector of the economy are those

of public utilities whose rationing rules make it difficult to measure the pressure.

of implicit demand.

Despite these caveats to the measurement of real exchange rates, Warr

(1986) finds it possible to get an unambiguous picture of the impact of the oil

boom on relative prices in Indonesia. Table 3.4 presents 8 relative price ratios

derived from indices of six aggregate price series for the period 1974-81 with a

base of 100 for 1974. The first four series (wholesale imports, wholesale non-oil

exports, wholesale agriculture and wholesale manufacturing) are proxies of

(partially) tradeable goods, while the Jakarta consumer price series aggregates

traded and non-traded prices in the consumer basket, and the last, the housing

component of the Jakarta CPI, is a frequently used proxy for non-tradeables.



Table 3.4
Relative Price Indices

Price Index 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

CPI/T mports 100 109 122 130 128 115 118 H7

CPI/Exports 100 143 139 120 119 91 89 84

CPI/ 100 111 113 114 108 105 102 102
Manufacture

CPI/ 100 102 97 88 86 83 78 75
Agriculture

Housing/ 100 115 134 151 153 136 142 139
Imports

Housing/ 100 151 152 139 142 107 107 99
Exports

Housing/ 100 117 125 131 130 124 123 121
Manufacture I,

II: Housing/ 100 107 107 102 103 98 94 89
II Agriculture I I I I I I I
Source: WO" (1986, p. 296)

"'"to-'
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According to Warr (1986, p. 294), of the 4 crude measures of tradeable

. prices, the wholesale price of imported goods is the most useful proxy.

Fluctuations in international commodity prices are a significant component of

Indonesia's export price indices, and such fluctuations are extraneous to Dutch

Disease symptoms we are interested in. Significant components of the

agricultural (particularly food agriculture) and manufacturing sectors in

Indonesia, as in other developing countries, may be closer to the non-tradeable

end of the spectrum of commodities. The series on the housing component of

Indonesian consumer prices, although commonly used as a proxy for non- .

tradeable prices, is also deficient in that it includes fuel and household

equipment prices which involve treadeable commodities.

Nonetheless, the price ratios in Table 3.4 are consistent with the impact

of (the theoretically-predicted) real appreciation in Indonesia over the 1974-78

and 1979-81 boom periods. Over the first subperiod 1974-78, the CPI rose

relative to wholesale prices of both imports and non-oil exports. The measure of

real appreciation is accentuated if we look at the ratio of the housing price series

to these imports and non-oil exports price series. A similar pattern also holds if

we compare the CPI/manufacturing and the housing/ manufacturing ratios for

the period. This is as expected, since the 'housing' index is more heavily weighted

by non-tradeable commodities than the CPI, the latter being an aggregate of

both tradeables and non-tradeables weighted according to the consumer basket.
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The series for both CPI and housing prices relative to agriculture,

however, shows no distinct trend of increase, but it must be recalled that price

controls and import quotas for food crops in Indonesia, especially rice, would

have had a dominating effect on the movement. (or the lack thereof) of

agricultural wholesale prices relative to both the CPI and the housing price

index. To improve on the measures of the price of non-tradeables given in Table

3.4, Warr (1986) constructs an index based on 8 weighted components of the CPI

which belong more clearly to the non-traded category." Citing a steady decline

of 30% over 1974-78 in the price of wholesale imports (a proxy for trade abies) .

relative to this index of non-tradeable prices, Warr concludes that this real

appreciation can be attributed directly to the boom (Warr, 1986, p. 298).

The same pattern of real appreciation can be observed from Table 3.4 for

the following subperiod 1979-81 covering the windfall years of the second

oilprice shock. The discontinuity in values of the various price ratios between

1978 and 1979, with all the ratios being significantly lower in the latter year,

reflects the 33% devaluation of November 1978.17 It is also apparent from the

price ratios for 1979-81 in Table 3.4 that the impact of the devaluation on

relative prices was considerably smaller than the real appreciation effect of the

16 The non-tradeable components of the Cf'I are rent, household operations, meat, vegetables,
fruits soft drinks medical care, and education (Warr, 1986, p. 297).

17 Data in Table 1 for 1978 covers only the pre-devaluation period from January to October.
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oil windfalls which it was intended to offset." Furthermore, it can be seen that

the impact of the devaluation on relative prices dissipated over the following

years. This temporary effect of devaluations on relative domestic prices has been

well noted in the comparative literature on international trade.

It is clear that the continuous rather than discrete nature of 'tradeability'

makes the ratio of average prices of non-tradeables relative to tradeabies Pn/PI

a purely conceptual one. Given that categories of goods empirically exhibit a

continuum of tradeability, alternative concepts of the real exchange rate are used

in the applied international economics literature (see Krueger, 1978). One.

common measure is the "real effective exchange rate?" defined as the index of

domestic prices (over a basket of tradeables and non-tradeabies) relative to the

prices of major trading partners converted at market (nominal) exchange rates,

Pd/ep·. If the price of traded goods P, is in fact set by the level of foreign prices

and a fixed tariff (so that PI = ep·[ 1+t]), the two concepts are clearly monotonic

transformations.

18 According to the Director of the Bank Indonesia, the devaluation "wascarried out to improve
Indonesia's international competitive position and thus to stimulate the development of export and
import-substitution industries which had been under increasing cost pressure due to a faster rate
of inflation in Indonesia in the recent years than the rate abroad" (cited in Warr, 1984, p. 54).

19 This is sometimes termed in the applied literature as an index of 'competitiveness' or, more
confusingly, as the real exchange rate (for instance, Roemer, 1985). Real effective exchange rate
or 'competitiveness' indices are widely used in applied international trade economics. They are
calculated by taking the nominal exchange rate between the home country and each of its major
trading partners and multiplying it by the ratio of consumer price index in the foreign country to
that of the home country.
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Intuitively, the reasoning behind it is as follows. If international prices P',

the nominal exchange rate e and tariff t determine the domestic prices of traded

goods (with all three variables remaining constant), a rise in the domestic price

level can only have been caused by an increase in the price of non-tradeables,

An appreciation of the real effective exchange rate will understate the rise in the

non-tradeables/tradeables price ratio (i.e, an appreciation in the real exchange

rate) since the average domestic price level Pd depends on both tradeables prices

(which remain constant) and non-tradeabies prices (which have risen), but both

measures will move together in the same direction."

-
Country 1970-72 1974-78 1979-81 1982-83

Indonesia 100 133 104 108

Unweighted Mean 100 113 119 135

USA 100 92 93 105

Table 3.5
Real Effective Exchange Rates, 1970-83

Note: Mean is of 6 countries (Indonesia, Algeria, Ecuador, Nigeria, Trinidad and Tabago, and
Venezuela).

Source: Gelb (1988, p. 79).

Table 3.5, based on Gelb (1988), gives estimates of the real effective

exchange rate for 1970-81 for Indonesia, the unweighted mean for a sample of

six capital-deficit oil-exporters, and the US. The real effective exchange rate is

defined as the ratio of domestic consumer price level of the oil-exporter to the

2D However,as pointed out by Gelb (1988, pp. 22-23), if tradeable sectors are heavily protected
by tariffs or quotas which are then eliminated, it is possible for the real effective exchange rate to
depreciate with a fall in the domestic price index even while the relative price of non-tradeabies
to tradeables rises (and hence appreciating the real exchange rate).
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trade-weighted price indices of its major trading partners converted at average

exchange rates. The average for 1970-72 is the base of 100, and an increase in

the index measures real appreciation or 'loss of competitiveness'. The mean

shows an average real appreciation c)! almost 13% over 1974-78 and about 20%

over 1979-81. For Indonesia, the domestic spending effect of the first windfall led

to a sharp appreciation of 33% during 1974-78 relative to the 1970-72 base. This

matches Warr's 30% estimate of real appreciation, noted above. In fact,

Indonesia experienced the sharpest real appreciation among Gelb's sample of six

countries during the first boom period.

For 1979-81, however, Indonesia's real effective exchange rate averaged

at 104, much closer to the 1970-72 parity than the average 140 for the 5 other

oil-exporters in the Gelb study (1988, p. 211). Following the peak of oil prices

in 1981, Indonesia's real effective exchange rate over 1982-83 was at 108, still

close to the 1970-72 base of 100, while the unweighted mean for the six

comparable oil-exporting developing countries (including Indonesia) had

appreciated by 35%. Indonesia's profile of real exchange rates over the two oil

shocks thus differed from the other capital-deficit oil-exporters. While these

countries pegged their nominal exchange rates and let their real exchange rates

appreciate with domestic inflation, Indonesia opted for a major devaluation and

combined this with expenditure reduction. Thus, while Indonesia's rate of real

appreciation was initially sharp, this significantly slowed down in the course of

the second boom.
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Sectoral Shifts and the Non-oil Tradeables Sector

The previous section shows that the petroleum boom had some clearly

identifiable effects on domestic relative prices in Indonesia. It is, however, more

difficult to measure Dutch Disease effects on the structure of production. Price

movements can be discerned over relatively short periods of time (if not

administratively controlled). This, however, is not the case with sectoral shifts

where the movements of resources which take place in response to the price

signals would be relatively slow. The time period over which such resource

movements are to be observed is therefore relatively short. Some of the.

problems faced in estimating the relative price effects also recur in measuring

sectoral shifts predicted by Dutch Disease models. Available data on the sectoral

composition of Indonesia's GDP do not permit separation between 'tradeables'

and 'non-tradeabies'. Most of the sectors disaggregated in the data include

industries which belong to both categories.

In quantifying sectoral shifts caused by the petroleum boom, the

counterfactual posed is made more complicated by the fact that growth in per

capita incomes is also associated with structural shifts which overlay any Dutch

Disease effects. As a 'stylized fact' from the applied growth literature, rising

income per head is normally associated with resource shifts from the primary to

the secondary and tertiary sectors, and from secto~s considered more tradeable -
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agriculture and manufacturing - towards non-tradeable services and construction

(Chenery and Syrquin, 1975).21

To measure the deviations of the sectoral share of non-oil tradeables from

the counterfactual scenario (i.e. what would have occurred without the petroleum

boom), Gelb (1988, pp. 80-83) constructs a Dutch Disease 'index' which

compares 'norm' shares with actual shares of agriculture and manufacturing in

non-oil output. The index measures the shortfall in the share of non-oil

tradeables relative to their 'normal' levels. The index is defined as

where SNi are norm shares and S, are actual shares. Norm shares and the rates

of change of norm shares due to growth in per caput non-oil output are derived

from the cross-section study by Chenery-Syrquin (1975).

Table 3.6 shows the initial conditions in 1972 in 4 comparable capital-

deficit oil-exporting countries (Indonesia, Iran, Nigeria and Venezuela) for norm

and actual sector shares of non-oil output. Non-oil output is decomposed into 4

sectors: agriculture (AG), manufacturing (MA), construction (CO) and services

(SE). The table also shows the annual rates of change for norm and actual

21 It should be noted that since per caput income growth is also associated with a tendency for
the price of non-tradeables to rise relative to tradeables (the 'Balassa effect'), the shifts observed
by Hollis Chenery and others may be overstated in constant price terms. There are however, no
cross-country constant price norms for sectoral structure in the applied literature (Kravis et ai,
1978).



Table 3.6
Sectoral Structure and the Dutch Disease

Indonesia Iran Nigeria Venezuela
Sector

Actual Norm Actual Norm Actual Norm Actual Nor
m

Sectoral Shares in GDP and Chenery-Syrquin Norms 1972 (%)

AG 45.1 46.0 21.8 18.0 39.2 38.0 7.6 14.0

MA 11.0 11.0 18.5 25.0 5.1 15.0 19.5 27.0

CO 4.3 3.0 6.3 6.0 10.7 4.0 6.0 7.0

SE 39.7 40.0 53.3 51.0 45.0 43.0 66.9 52.0

MI 12.1 6.0 28.5 3.0 15.1 5.0 20.5 2.0

Average Annual Change in Sector Shares at Constant Prices 1972-81

AG -1.50 -1.31 -1.44 -1.02 -1.9 -0.67 -0.10 -0.32

MA 0.77 0.34 0.34 0.49 0.48 0.11 -0.04 0.06

CO 0.26 0.10 0.13 0.06 0.53 0.03 0.02 0.03

SE 0.48 0.86 1.04 0.40 0.88 0.53 0.13 0.24

Dutch Disease Index

1972 0.9 2.7 8.7 13.9

change -2.4 5.7 8.5 -1.3
1972-81

change -0.4 12.7 2.4 -3.2
1972-81
(current
prices)

Notes: AG - agriculture,' MA - manufacturing; co - construction; SE - services; MI - mining.
Source: Gelb (1988, p. 88)

49
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sectoral shares for the four countries over 1972-81. Changes in the Dutch

Disease index over the 1972-81 decade are reported for both current and

constant prices." A positive value for the change in the index indicates a

weakening of the non-oil tradeables sectors relative. to the norm.

Looking at the norm and actual sectoral shares in non-oil GDP for the

initial conditions in 1972in the table, Indonesia and Iran had sectoral shares that

were close to the norms while Venezuela and Nigeria had skewed output

structures. This is confirmed by the value of the Dutch Disease index for the four

countries in 1972. The table also indicates that Indonesia and Venezuela.

strengthened their non-oil tradeables sectors (relative to the norm) over the

decade, registered in the table by a negative value for the change in the Dutch

Disease index. It should be noted, however, that the non-oil tradeable sector in

Venezuela had a very small base relative to the norm in 1972. Both Nigeria and

Iran suffered rapid declines in the share of agricultural output.

To test the prediction that the non-oil tradeables sector will be adversely

affected by the spending effects of a petroleum boom in Indonesia," Warr

(1986) fits time trends by ordinary least squares regression to the agricultural

22 The Chenery-Syrquin study was in current price terms, so that, for a strict comparability
between norm and actual sector shares of non-oil output, current prices should be used. However,
since the oil boom in these countries had strong relative price effects, especially in construction,
measurement in constant prices is preferable. The effect of the bias introduced by comparing
constant (actual) and current price (norm) shares is to make it less likely that the production
structure of the oil-exporter economies wilI appear skewed towards non-tradeables.

Zl In the comparative static model, an absolute decline in the non-oil tradeables output is
predicted; in the context of growth, of course, it is the relative share.
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share of non-oil GDP at constant prices separately for the period prior to the

first boom « 1973) and subsequently (> 1973) to see whether the two trends

differ significantly. For the two periods 1960-72 and 1973-82, Warr rejects the

null hypotheses (that there is no significant difference in the two trends) at the

5% level of significance (ibid., p. 306). The rate of decrease in agriculture's share

of GDP was significantly higher in the latter period. With data for the

agricultural sector disaggregated, then the rate of decrease in the (more

tradeable) non-food subsector's share of non-oil GDP was greater than that for

the agricultural sector as a whole (ibid., p. 307), again as predicted by the Dutch.

Disease model.

The contribution of agriculture as a whole to non-oil GDP declined from

43.9% in 1974 to 32.2% in 1982; the food crop contribution from 26.2% to

20.2%, a decline of less than one quarter; while the contribution of the rest of

agriculture dropped by a full third, from 17.7% to 12% (ibid, p. 307). This is

consistent with the argument that the decline in agriculture's contribution was

concentrated in those tradeables-producing industries where prices were not

controlled administratively and where the adjustment effects of the petroleum

boom could be more effectively felt. While the relative contribution of services

to GDP grew throughout the 1974-82 period, the contribution of government and

construction increased more rapidly (ibid, p. 307), reflecting the spending effects

of the windfall.
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However, no such observations can be made with respect to the growth

of manufacturing that Indonesia also underwent during the petroleum boom

decade. As shown in Table 3.6, the growth of manufacturing share of GDP

between 1972 and 1981 exceeded the norm considerably (by more than double).

Although Indonesia's manufacturing base was small at the beginning of the

period, at 11% of non-oil GDP in 1972, this was exactly the same as the 'norm'.

Of course, part of the growth was attributable to the expansion in petroleum

refining and chemicals, a reflection of government resource-based

industrialization push rather than market forces. It could be further argued, as.

Warr (ibid., p 307) does, that the most notable feature of Indonesia's

manufacturing growth was in fact the absence of a dramatic expansion such as

that experienced by its Southeast Asian neighbours such as Malaysia and

Thailand. In the regional context, then, it may be speculated that Indonesia's

manufacturing growth was in fact retarded by the effects of the petroleum boom.

However one judges this speculation, it is clear that, in comparison to the other

capital-deficit, developing country oil-exporters, Indonesia's performance with

respect to sectoral diversification was exceptional.

A Summary of the Empirical Evidence

The empirical evidence surveyed by Peter Warr and Alan Gelb and

associates supports the argument that the oil boom of the 1970s had an impact

on relative prices and sectoral shifts in the Indonesia economy that is broadly
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consistent with Dutch Disease predictions. Yet, by all accounts, Indonesia's

economic performance over the 1967-81 period has been unusually good when

one compares it to the experiences of Nigeria, Egypt and Mexico, countries

which resembled Indonesia in important ways. The size of their oil sectors

relative to their domestic economies were similar during the windfall decade.

These countries, significant but not major producers of oil by world or OPEC

standards, were heavily dependent on the petroleum sector for foreign exchange

and fiscal revenues. Nevertheless, the bulk of their relatively large populations

were largely occupied in the agriculture and informal services sectors. Nascent.

manufacturing activities and the mining enclave employed relatively small

fractions of the labour force. All these countries have relatively limited

endowments of energy resources and, with high absorptive capacities, expect to

become net-oil importers by within two decades or so.

Alone among these countries, Indonesia managed to strengthen and

diversify its non-oil traded sectors during the windfall decade. The others began

and ended the period with weak manufacturing and agricultural sectors, falling

short of their norm shares of domestic output. Nigeria even suffered a dramatic

absolute decline and moved towards a progressively debilitating dependence on

the oil sector. According to Gelb, Indonesia's empirical record "is in distinct

contrast to both the predictions of economic models centering on the 'Dutch

Disease' and the record of countries such as Nigeria and Trinidad and Tobago"

(1988, p. 198). Excessive debt accumulation was avoided and, as another
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indication of the measure of Indonesia's success in avoiding the worst symptoms

of the Dutch Disease, the country managed LO adjust to the prolonged slide in

oil prices after 1981 without the kind of major dislocations suffered by many

middle-income oil exporters (World Bank, 1989).

The empirical evidence, in a nutshell, supports the argument that while

there are clear theoretical grounds to expect certain common patterns of

adjustment in relative prices and sectoral resource shifts to a petroleum boom -

and which in fact did occur to to a greater or lesser degree in many of the

Indonesia-type economies as seen in the previous sections of this chapter - there.

is no inevitable ~'rognosis as to the severity of the so-called Dutch Disease. As

Max Corden has emphasized, much depends on the policy reaction of

governments.

A multisectoral CGE model, based on benchmark data and certain

assumed structural characteristics of an actual economy, would go some way in

investigating the range and relative magnitudes of the hypothesized impacts of

a booming sector on relative prices and sectoral shifts in Indonesia under a

number of alternative policy scenarios. The next chapter presents the applied

model and the 1980 Indonesia benchmark dataset it is based on, followed by the

penultimate chapter which reports on model results.



Chapter 4: The CGE Model for Indonesia

The purpose of this chapter is to present the structure and specifications

of an applied model appropriate for the purposes of extending the Dutch

Disease analysis to an empirical representation of the Indonesian economy. In

the following, section (i) discusses the role of applied models in policy analysis;

section (ii) describes general features of computable general equilibrium (CGE)

models; section (iii) describes the main features of six CGE models concerned

with energy sector issues in developing countries; section (iv) presents the

mathemematical structure of a class of CGE models most commonly used for

policy analysis in the less developed countries and which is adopted in this .

dissertation; section (v) gives the 1980 benchmark dataset utilized for the

Indonesia CGE model; and section (vi) discusses implementation of the

model.

Applied Models for Polic,y Analysis

One can classify general equilibrium models by their place in a continuum

from the analytic to the applied. Adopting the principle of parsimony (Occam's

Razor) which holds that abstraction and generality in theoretical work is a virtue,

analytic models - such as the Corden-Neary 'core' model and its extensions

reviewed in Chapter 2 • attempt to explain a set of stylized facts on the basis of

the sparsest possible set of assumptions. Such models are deliberately simplified

to focus attention on important assumptions and causal mechanisms which yield

the given results. By their nature, purely analytic models have three limitations.
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First, analytical tractability forces a high degree of abstraction. This confines

general equilibrium analysis to at most two or three sectors. Second, such models

sometimes cannot predict the direction of changes; whether a variable increases

or decreases often depends on parameter values which cannot be judged a priori.

Third, these models cannot indicate anything about orders of magnitude. As seen

in Chapter 2, the Corden-Neary model and its variations are similarly

constrained by these three limitations.

To overcome these limitations, applied or numeric models are used.

Quantitiative models attempt to capture a range of important effects that.

impinge on a given policy problem facing a particular economy in a specific

environment. These models differ from their analytic counterparts in two

important ways. First, they broaden the range of stylized facts encompassed in

the model. Second, they are more specific and narrow in their application,

seeking to capture the particular empirical features of an actual economy in

greater detail. Such models serve two purposes. They are a means to resolve

solutions of analytic models which are ambiguous and dependent on particular

parameter values. And they can 'parameterize' an analytic model whose

predictive properties are well understood in order to illustrate the numerical

orders of magnitude of various effects.

Although the empirical data utilized by applied models are less 'stylized'

in this sense, even the most detailed of applied models still present highly

abstract description of reality. Deficiencies of data and parameter estimates
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means that the derived solutions are little more than 'ball-park' estimates. While

applied general equilibrium models can be used to generate a more realistic set

of policy options, "they can only aid but not supplant the intuition and judgement

of experienced policy makers" as Srinivasan warns us (1983, p. 442). The

additional detail and complexity of applied models, while representing gains in

applicability to 'real world' policy issues, also carry the risk of obscuring the

major causal mechanisms that drive the model. If the major contribution of

applied work is to complement qualitative work with quantitative analysis of

direct relevance to observable features of an economic phenomenon, it is clearly'

important to retain a basic and wen-understood theoretical structure. Intuition

gained from existing analytic models can then guide the numerical investigations

of policy alternatives, as emphasized in the discussion of applied general

equilibrium models by Shoven and Whalley (1984). Thus, transparency is a key

characteristic that applied models must have if they are to provide a framework

for policy analysis. Applied models should be 'transparent' in that they should

enable the analyst to trace the solutions of such models to features of their

theoretical structure and parameter values. It is therefore desirable to move back

and forth between analytic and applied versions of a particular problem in order

to aid the interpretation of solutions given by the applied model.
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Computable General Equilibrium Models

CGE models trace their antecedents in the linear programming models

pioneered in the 1950s and 1960s by Wassily Leontief, Hollis Chenery and others

which were used to project long run scenarios and provide shadow prices

reflective of resource scarcities and bottlenecks. These 'planning' models, driven

by an objective function (usually some form of a social welfare maximand), were

cast as solutions to the planner's problem - that of a centrally-determined

optimal plan that set the correct economic quantities." The input-output based

linear programmes of these early models required various ad hoc constraints to.

control 'flip-flop' behaviour and corner solutions for endogenous variables. One

option pursued was to make such models non-linear to allow more realistic

behaviour of model variables (Taylor, 1975). This and other modifications to

optimization models, however, could not address their central weakness: they do

not directly incorporate the price mechanism."

In the 1970s, applied general equilibrium analysis proceeded with non-

linear computable models which sought to simulate the workings of a market

economy, solving for both market prices and quantities simultaneously. Unlike

optimization models, these are explicitly price-driven, thus permitting easy

2A Blitzer et al (1975) gives a wide ranging discussion of these class of models in the
development planning literature.

2S The early Lange-Mises debate over the possibility of a central planning body emulating
the competetive outcome of a Walrasian market economy relates to the distinction between
optimization models and equilibrium models (see Whalley, 1985).
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incorporation of existing price distortions in the economy such as tariffs,

subsidies, taxes and so on. The use of CGE models essentially allows the

comparison between a historical equilibrium generated by existing policy and

environmental attributes that is assumed to be observable and a hypothetical or

counterfactual equilibrium that the model produces under a changed policy

regime or environment. The comparison of equilibria through such an exercise

in comparative statics leads directly to applied welfare analysis producing

estimates of welfare gains and losses for various agents identified in the model.

An alternative use of the model, and one adopted for the purposes of this.

dissertation, is to simply provide indications as to how relative prices, sectoral

structure and income distribution are affected by policy or environmental

changes.

In the last decade, there has been a proliferation of CGE models applied

to developing countries," This body of work is consistent with the view that for

economic policy formulation, governments are increasingly reliant upon the

workings of market forces and price incentives rather than on the outcomes of

a centrally-planned resource allocation programme. The theoretical framework

of CGE models makes them better suited to simulate the mixed economies of

developing countries than the optimization models that traditionally constituted

the mathematical underpinnings of central planning (Bell and Srinivasan, 1984).

26 Devarajan and Lewis (1986) give an extensive bibliography. Decaluwe and Martins (1988)
provide a concise survey of 73 applications to 26 developing countries.
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CGE models range over a spectrum, from pure Walrasian to extensions

where price-fixing and structural rigidites prevail. The majority of CGE models

applied to developing countries tend towards the latter end of the spectrum."

A mere numerical analogue of the Walrasian model may be rightly questioned

for its relevance to the formulation of policy "in economies where institutional

features and structuralist characteristics result in behaviour far removed from the

idealized description" (Dervis et aI, 1982, p. 169). Important non-neoclassical

characteristics of the developing countries must therefore be incorporated if

CGE models are to be useful tools of policy analysis (ibid, p. 138). While most.

extant CGE models are Walrasian in the sense that they describe the equilibria

of barter economies in which only relative prices matter, "most modellers quickly

abandoned many of the strong assumptions of neoclassical theory when faced

with the problem of capturing the stylized facts characterizing [developing

country] economies" (Robinson, 1986, p. 15).

CGE models which incorporate deviations from the Walrasian paradigm

in several of their key assumptions, however, present problems of consistency and

interpretation to some observers (for instance, Whalley and Yeung, 1984,

Roummaset and Clarete, 1986). Concern has been expressed as to the validity

of these models which involve what are considered to be 'ad hoc' features not

7:1 The discussion here omits references to an influential class of 'structuralist' general
equilibrium models most notably associated with the work of Lance Taylor and associates on
Latin America (for instance, Taylor, 1979; 1983). In these models, relative prices do not come
into playas in the neoclassical system, and quite different - often macroeconomic and
monetary - mechanisms operate to arrive at a general equilibrium.
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rooted in received neoclassical theory. According to Shoven and Whalley (1984,

p. 1046),

...models that make major departures from known theoretical structures
can become difficult to interpret. The conflict between the modellers
desire to build realistic models which seek to capture real features of the
policy issue at hand and to stay within the realm of developed economic
theory is something that seems to be increasingly apparent in some of the
more recent models.

While this conflict is real, it reveals the compromises that empirical modellers

often have to make. In extending the neoclassical CGE model with certain non-

neoclassical assumptions, then, one is to "proceed with caution", adding only as

much complication as is necessary while retaining a clear view of the underlying

causal mechanisms.

Oil Shocks and the Use of CGE Models

The main areas of use for CGE models have been in international trade,

public finance and economic development." In the aftermath of the oil price

shocks of the 1970s - which set in motion a chain of events that was to have a

great impact on all countries whether industrialized or developing, with or

without petroleum" resources - the focus of much applied analysis of the

developing countries turned to issues of energy-economy interactions and

structural adjustment. Policy issues concerned questions as to how economies

28 Shoven and Whalley (1984) give a comprehensive bibliography of the tax and trade
models applied in the developed country context. In the development literature, alternative
growth strategies have been analysed for South Korea, Turkey, Columbia and other countries
by Adelman and Robinson (1978), Dervis and Robinson (1978), de Melo (1978) and others.
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adjust to exogenous shocks arising out of the energy sector via shifts in relative

prices, in the sectoral structure of trade, output, demand, and in the nominal

magnitudes of macroeconomic aggregates such as income, investment,

absorption, consumption and government revenues. By means of straightforward

comparative statics, multisectoral CGE models constitute useful applied tools for

the analysis of such issues of structural adjustment for specific countries (Bell

and Srinivasan, 1984; Robinson and Tyson, 1984).

The economic impact and related policy questions of the energy sector

vary among developing countries, depending on energy endowments, size and

sectoral structure of the economy and degree of openess to the world market.

Table 4.1 describes the main characteristics of six CGE models concerned

generally with the issue of 'energy-economy' interactions in the developing

country context. Within this broad concern, however, they vary with respect to

the degree of sectoral and institutional disaggregation, technical specifications,

and focus of analysis.

The optimal depletion of energy (and other natural) resources has been

the focus of much recent work on the economics of exhaustible natural resources

(Dasgupta and Heal, 1978). Policy questions within this area of concern are

particularly appropriate for capital-surplus oil-exporters for whom the large

windfalls associated with an exhaustible asset present a portfolio choice problem.

For small domestic economies of very limited absorptive capacity and large

energy endowments (for instance, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, etc.), the fundamental



Table 4.1
General Equilibrium Energy-Economy Models for Developing Countries

Model/Country Numberof Type/Approach of Model Focus/Results
(Baseyear sectors/
dotal Numberof

households

Kehoe& Serra- 18sectors (5 In the tradition of Shaven-Whalley Comparative staticsvia exogenous
Puche,1987 energy (1984). Static, neoclassical GE model. Shifts ill govemment expenditure,

sectors) Nested CES and Cobb-Douglas pn"cing and investment policies, and
Mexico (1977) production functions withcapital, ituemational oil prices. Reportsimpact

10 labour, energy and non-energy on relative pricesand sectoral resource
households intermediate inputs. Shifts. Mexico's fiscal crisisin 1982

causedfly large expansion in
government expenduure following the
earlier oil boom, subsidizeddomestic
energy pricesand increase in real
termsof trade. Falling oil pricessince
1981 made stabilization measures more
diffiCult.

Benjamin et 11sectors Staticneoclassical model. Variant of Simulates resource boomto investigate
al.,1989 rno separate Dervts et 01. (1982). COM-Douglas Dutch Disease impact. Despite real

energy production function withcapital and 3 exchange rateappreciation, some
Cameroon sector) labourcategories. Fixedcoefficients for tradeables sectors expandOUlpul due
(1979-80) intermediate goods. to imperfect substitUlability between

1 household domestic and importedgoods. Export
agriculture suffers worst.

Grais, 1987 22 sectors (4 Structuralist and dynamic model as a Investigates impact of fall in worldoil
energy sequence of staticequilibria. Dualist pricesaccompanied fly (a) continued

Thailand sectors) structure where somesectors clear highdomestic oil pricesand (b) new
(1981) through pricesand some through iowered domesticoil prices. Under (a),

7 quantities withregulared prices. investment encouraged at the expense
households ofconsumption and improves CUJTellJ

account deficitmorerapidlythan (b).

Marrin & van 5 sectors (2 Optimizing growth model driven by Uses the imenemporal optimization
Wijnbergen, energy discounted sum of percapita approach to deriveshadowpricesfor
1986 sectors) consumption. Within-pen'od model realexcnang« rate, accounting rateof

valiant of Dervis et al (1982) but interest and the valuation of capital
Egypt(1981) 1 household intertemporal optimization derived from goods. Concludesthat staticapproach

bereeen-perioa dylUlmic equations for 10 shadow pn'dug is irwppropriate
technical change. population and capital especially wheneconomy is undergoing
accumulation. muchstructural change.

Seddighi, 1985 threesectors CGE modelcombined witt: a discrete- Generates optimalsolutions for policy
(1 oil time optimal control problem. Fixed variables which workthrough marke:

Iran (1978) sector) input-output coefficients, wilh aCES forces (tariffor euhange rates, esc.), as
labour-capital value-added production wellas thosew(lrking through qUlJJl/ity

3 Junction. Intenemporat welfare Junction variables (investment levelsand
households is maximized overtheplanning horizon, sectoral allocations, ete.). Provides a

subject to the constraints of lhe CGE planning toolfor a capital-surplus oil
model. economy to investigate longron

impacts on growth, employment,
incomedistribution.

Gelb,1985 6 sectors (1 Structuralist and staticmodel extended Uses comparative statics to assessthe
energy to incorporate dualist [eatures. Models impactof oil windfallS, removalof

Indonesia sector) unemployment. realwage and exchange domestic petroleum subsidies with
(1975) roleJigidilies and different market offsetting fiscal adjustment. Concludes

1 household clearing mechanisms for separate Dutch Disease <1Jects depend on
sectors. assumptions made aboutgovemment

behaviour and its use of windfalls.

63
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policy choices concern the rate of extraction based on intertemporal substitution

between current consumption and future consumption with uncertain prices of

oil and other goods.

Dynamic CGE models have been used to generate optimal intertemporal

profiles of oil depletion, foreign borrowing, real exchange rates and intersectoral

investment. In most of these models, intertemporal optimization is achieved by

general equilibrium models which approximate the evolution of the economy by

tracing a sequence of static equilibria. The Seddighi (1985) model of Iran (see

Table 4.1) carries out the analysis with the aid of a price- endogenous CGE.

model which acts as a constraint on an optimal control problem. Optimal

depletion models can be effective tools with which to discuss simultaneously a

country's long- run plans for resource extraction, foreign borrowing and

investment strategies. Computational and informational constraints, however,

necessitate a high level of intratemporal aggregation if sufficient attention is to

be paid to intertemporal issues. Dynamic models also face the difficult problem

of modelling expectations under uncertainty, and often lead to attempts which

are unsatisfactory and essentially ad hoc (Bell and Srinivasan, 1984, p. 464).

While such models may serve as broad guides to the consistency of 'planning

scenarios', they are "ill-suited to analyse development processes which by

definition involve movements through time" (ibid, p. 464).

The impact oil price shocks on the net oil importers has been a major

area of policy analysis both for developed and developing countries. The Grais
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(1987) study on Thailand, the only net oil-importing country in the sample of

Table 4.1, simulates dynamic adjustment responses of the economy to a drop in

world energy prices through a sequence of static equilibria. The Grais model

offers a structuralist framework, incorporating a dualist formal-informal economy

with competition between the two. Formal activities behave in a Keynesian

manner: they are investment-driven and face fixed nominal wages; informal

activities face a flexible wage that clears the informal labour market but are

constrained financially. Some sectors clear via prices while others have regulated

prices and clear through quantity adjustments. The Grais model departs.

substantially from received micro-economic the~ry with its structuralist approach.

In countries with relatively large endowments of energy resources as well

as substantial domestic economies and high absorptive capacity (represented in

Table 4.1 by Cameroon, Egypt, Mexico and Indonesia), the major policy

questions are quite different from those of the large energy exporters with low

absorptive capacities as well as those that are completely dependent on energy

imports. These countries depend heavily on hydrocarbon exports for government

revenue and foreign exchange resources although projected oil incomes are

insufficient to finance development programmes over the planning horizon.

The Martin and van Wijnbergen (1986) model of Egypt uses an

intertemporal optimization approach with a neoclassical within-period model to

derive shadow prices for the real exchange rate, accounting rate of interest and

the valuation of capital goods. It concludes that the commonly-used shadow
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pricing techniques are inappropriate especially when an economy is undergoing

rapid structural change. The Kehoe and Serra-Puche (1987) model of Mexico is

closest to the Walrasian paradigm among the models delineated in Table 1. This

model was motivated by the fiscal crisis of the post-1981 impact of falling oil

prices on Mexico and the issues it posed for capital-deficit oil-exporting countries

like Mexico.

The Dutch Disease phenomenon, whether perceived as a "disease" or as

a natural outcome of adjustment responses of a market economy, is most

appropriately discussed in a CGE framework. Both the resource movement and.

the spending effects of resource booms are general equilibrium effects that

cannot be captured by partial equilibrium models. The appreciation of the real

exchange rate is also precisely the kind of relative price shift which such models

are designed to capture. Since the resource boom is a real shock with its primary

effect on levels of real income and on intersectoral allocation of factors, it is

natural to begin analysis with a real model which abstracts from monetary

conditions. The contribution of CGE modelling to the already large analytic

literature on the Dutch Disease has been primarily in extending the analysis to

a more realistic multisector economy.

Of the sixmodels described in Table 4.1, only two are explicitly concerned

with the Dutch Disease phenomenon, the Benjamin et al (1989) model of

Cameroon and the Gelb (1985) model of Indonesia (using 1975 data). These two

models differ substantially in their approaches. Gelb incorporates structuralist
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features by modelling a Lewis-type dualist formal-informal partition with

different market-clearing mechanisms. Gelb addresses the issue of how policy

behaviour affects the outcome of the Dutch Disease. It performs comparative

statics for policy simulations comprising alternative uses of oil windfalls, pricing

of domestic fuels and different trade policy regimes. The Benjamin et al model

is essentially a simple version of the class of models developed at the World

Bank and described in detail by Dervis et al (1982). It incorporates two

alterations to the Corden-Neary analytical framework. First, the oil sector is

modelled as an enclave, hence eliminating the resource movement effect and.

making the oil windfall analogous to an unrequited transfer of foreign exchange

into the Cameroonian economy. An upward oil price shock is thus modelled

simply as an injection of foreign exchange into the economy. Second, it assumes

that imported and domestically-produced goods of the same sector are imperfect

substitutes. It concludes that despite the appreciation of the real exchange rate,

some non-oil tradeable sectors expand due to the imperfect substitutability

assumption.

CGE ModelDescription and Specification

Essentially, CGE models replicate a Walrasian system in which only

relative prices matter. Relative prices in this barter economy equilibrate to make

the set of excess demand equations equal zero such that consumers maximize

utility within their budget constraints, producers maximize profits under given
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technological constraints, and factors derive their marginal products. These

computational models, which vary in size, involve a multisectoral framework,

disaggregated labour (skilled and unskilled, rural and urban, etc.), and they

incorporate intermediate transactions usually under the assumption of a fixed

Leontief technology. A class of CGE models widely used to analyse issues of

structural change in the developing countries, and which is adopted for the

purposes of this dissertation, is described in detail in Dervis et al (1982).29

This section presents the mathematical structure of the Indonesia CGE

model. In the algebraic notation, the following notation is used: capital letters.

denote endogenous variables; lowercase letters, Greek letters and letters with a

bar are exogenous variables or parameters; subscripts i, j are for sectors, g for

household groups, and k for labour categories; superscripts sand d distinguish

supply and demand. Appendix A lists equations of the Indonesia CGE model in

their full functional form, and defines endogenous variables, parameters and

exogenous variables.

Supply of commodities and factor demands

The productions functions are Cobb-Douglas of labour (four types) and

capital:

29 Applications of this class of models include Dervis and Robinson (1978), Lewis and Urata
(1984) and Behrman et al (1989).
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The production function is based on the 'Ricardo-Viner' specification in which

each sector employs a common mobile factor input, L (in fixed supply for the

economy as a whole), and an immobile and fixed sector-specific factor, K.30

Sectoral capital stocks are fixed under the assumption that the time period of

analysis - the medium run . precludes new investment from changing productive

capacity due to gestation lags, capital market imperfections and putty-clay

characteristics of capital which prevent intersectoral reallocation of capital once.

installed. This specification ensures the convexity of the production possibility set

of the economy by implying decreasing returns to variable factor inputs (Dervis

et al, 1982, p. 142). The four labour categories identified are agricultural

workers, agricultural proprietors, and low waged (blue collar) and high waged

(white collar) workers outside the agricultural sector.

Intermediate input requirements of sector i, Vi' is given by fixed input-

output coefficients, aa ij

v;-'E}(pa ij

Given the production technology, profit-maximizing behaviour and competitive

markets, the derived demand for variable factor inputs can be worked out by

30 For a textbook discussion of the Ricardo-Viner specification, see Caves and Jones (1977,
pp.93-107).
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defining PV;, the net or value added price as the gross output price less indirect

taxes and per unit intermediate costs

Solving the first order condition equates wages to the marginal revenue product

of labour of different categories

XlV;cx lk
LiJ:- ---:....~--=.

Wkll ik

where ,""ik is the 'wage distortion' index. This index measures the intersectoral

difference in wage payments to labour of the same category. Thus, labour of a .

particular category in each sector has its own wage, wik, related to the

endogenously-determined economy-wide wage for that category of labour, wk,

such that Wk,""ik = W ik• The matrix of ,""ik' which measures the proportion of the

average wages of skill class k, Wk, earned by workers in skill class k and sector

i, W ik' is commonly used in CGE models of developing countries."

Aggregate demand for labour by category is the sum of sectoral demands

for that category:

31 This specification is described in Dervis et al (1982, pp. 209-209). It should be noted that
this specification merely operationalizes the empirical observation that labour of the same
category is paid differently depending on its sector of employment; it offers no theoretical
content which explains this distortion.
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Exports and Imports

A characteristic common to most CGE models of small open economies

is the use of the Armington specification." This treats products produced in

different countries as qualitatively different rather than as homogenous across

countries as in the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin models." Two-way trade within

the same sector or 'cross-hauling', observed in trade statistics even at a very

disaggregated level, is ruled out by the assumption of perfect substitutability. The

assumption of perfect substitutability or the 'law of one price' also implies

extreme specialization when coupled with the usual assumptions of constant

returns to scale and the number of commodities produced exceeding the number

of factors. Following comparative advantage, specialization will result in only as

many goods produced as there are factors, a result that does not fit the

evidence." The Armington specification avoids the difficulties caused by the

assumption of homogenous products where small changes in trade policy regimes

32 Among the early applications of the Armington assumption in a CGE context are Dixon
et al (1977) and Whalley (1977).

33Shoven and Whalley (1984) and Dervis et al (1982) enumerate the reasons why the
Armington specification of imperfect substitutability between imports and domestic goods of the
same sector has been favoured in most open economy CGE models.

34This result was first observed by Samuelson in 1953 (see de Melo and Robinson, 1985).
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result in large moves towards specialization (Shaven and Whalley, 1984, p. 1034).

The Armington specification distinguishes imports M and domestically

produced goods D as imperfect substitutes via a CES aggregation function which

defines a composite commodity Q:

where B;, OJ and p, are parameters. M, and D, can be interpreted as "inputs" into

the CES aggregation function. For minimum cost of acquiring the composite

good, we derive the first order conditions that equate the ratio of "marginal

product of inputs" to the ratio of their prices:

Solving for first order conditions, the desired ratio of imports to domestic good

is a function of their relative prices

M PD s_, _ [ (_') (_1_) ]l/(l+PJ

o, PM, i-e j

where o, = 1/(1 + Pi) is the trade substitution elasticity. If a, = 1, the CES form

reduces to a Cobb-Douglas function, and the value shares of imports and

domestically produced goods in the composite commodity remain constant

irrespective of relative prices. If a, is high, the responsiveness of the ratio MID1

to changes in relative price PDIPMj is correspondingly high. Commodities in this

case are very tradeable, so that relative prices will not change much from the
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base case; at the limit, PMj = PDj and we are in the perfect substitutability case

of the analytic trade models. If at the other extreme, a, = 0, trade approaches

the fixed-coefficient case where relative prices do not affect the demand for

imports. This specification underlies the structuralist models of trade where

imports are 'non-competitive'. The Armington specification allows the domestic

price system a degree of autonomy from world markets, and hence offers a

continuum of tradeability reflecting real commodity flows in trade data. This

feature of the model allows a flexible and intermediate specification between the

extreme assumptions of perfect substitutability of the analytic models in the

international trade literature and perfect complementarity of the structural

models in the development planning literature.

Paralleling the Armington treatment of imports, exports and domestic

goods are modelled as imperfect substitutes as well. Thus export prices (like

import prices) need not be equal to domestic prices. Producers maximize

revenues by dividing sales (to equate at the margin the revenues derived)

between domestic sales OJ and exports E, according to the CET function

X; - E;[P;Ej'1
1 + (l_P;)D j'1

l
] l/'1l

The ratio of exports E, to domestic sales OJ is a function of their price ratios
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Homogeneity of the CES and CET functions satisfy the identities which equate

the value of output to the value of sales and the value of the composite good to

the value of absorption

L,ljQj - L,jPMjMj + 'L,lDpj

The model retains the small country assumption, and import prices are

exogenously fixed with import supply being infinitely elastic at that price. The

domestic currency price of imports, PM j is given by the exogenous world price

of imports PWMj adjusted by the tariff rate and converted at the (nominal)

exchange rate

PMj - PWMp +tmj)ER

where ER is defined as the price of a 'dollar' in terms of local currency, i.e.

where a devaluation would increase the exchange rate. Analogously, the domestic

currency price of exports is given by

PEl - PWEp + tej)ER

where te, are sectoral export subsidies.

Income Generation and Demand

Complex factor-to-household mapping with detailed institutional accounts,

made possible by the social accounting work done at the Institute of Social
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Studies of the Hague," would clutter up the equation system of the model while

adding little to the overall concerns of this dissertation. Following Behrman et

al (1989) and Devarajan and Lewis (1990), we opt for a simpler scheme where

the distribution of income by households is generated by mapping factor incomes

of the four categories of labour into four matching households as in Table 4.2.

The income of each household group, YHg, is derived from one or more of the

following sources: wages, corporate profits and borrowing (net of taxes and

retained earnings), remittances and government transfers:

(I-corps) + RMIT + TRNS

Government revenue GR derives from tariffs, excise taxes (less subsidies),

household taxes, government borrowing, corporate taxes, oil revenues less export

subsidies

GR-'E Jm.PWM M.ER+'E .td.P.Q.+L YH »hhtax +GBOR*ER+E .[(PVX. -
I I rr& I I I I I g g g I I I

35 For instance, Keuning (1984), Downey and Keuning (1985) and BPS/ISS/SOW (1986).
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Table 4.2
Factor to Household Mapping

Labour Category Household Group Income Source(s)

Agricultural Labour Agricultural Labour Wages, transfers
Households

Agricultural Proprietors Agricultural Capitalist Imputed wages and agri-
Households cultural value added

Low Wage Labour Urban Labour Wages
Households

High Wage Labour Urban Capitalist Wages, non-agricultural
Households value added, private bor-

rowing and remittances

Aggregate savings in the model are constituted by household savings;

government savings, foreign savings and corporate savings

18AV-E YH (l-hhtax )hhsav +GR-E.p.bb.GCON+FSAV*ER+[E.pv-x.-g g g g I I I I I I

Given the distribution of income among firms, households, and government, the

savings and expenditure behaviour of income recipients determines the sectoral

allocation of demand. For private consumption demand, fixed expenditure shares

of households by sector, CCig, determine the proportion of disposable income

spent on goods
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The sectoral allocation of government consumption is fixed by constant shares

Systems Constraints and Price Normalization

With the specification of agents, their motivations and behaviour, the

CGE model is still not completely determined. Market-clearing system

constraints, not taken into account by any individual agent in making decisions,

must be satisfied. The first system constraint, that the model be in macro-

economic equilibrium, simplyequates investment to available savings.Investment

by sector of destination, Y, is assumed to be a fixed fraction SSj of total

investment less total inventory or stock investments deflated by the price of a

unit of capital in that sector, Vi'

y _ _ss...;;...i<_Tl_N_V-_L...:..f_T._'K.::.-/.::.-j)
t u.

I

With this 'classical' closure rule," the model is savings-driven. It allows no

interesting macro-economic disequilibrium phenomena", and (being a real

model) no financial assets markets intervene to make investment equal savings.

36 On the different closure rules and their implications, see Lysy (1982) and Dewatripont
and Michel (1987).

37 Short run aspects of an oil boom - monetary responses and stabilization issues - are thus
ruled out.
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Because capital in each sector is simply a fixed-proportions composite

commodity, the price of a unit of capital in that sector is the weighted average

of its components

U j - El'lkij

where kkjj are elements of the capital composition matrix. The sectoral

composition of capital accumulation is translated into demand for investment

goods by sector of origin, Z, by using elements of the capital composition matrix

z, - EjYJd'ij

Equilibrium in the product market is given by the system constraint which

equates absorption to the sum of consumer, government, intermediate, and

investment demands

For labour market equilibrium, aggregate demand for labour of each category

is obtained by summing over sectoral demands for labour of that category, and

aggregate demand equals the fixed supply of labour of each category. Wages

adjust to clear labour markets for a full employment equilibrium
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The final system constraint, which ensures a flow equilibrium in the

external sector account, fixes net foreign capital flows F exogenously

CGE models require a price normalization rule which provides a

benchmark against which all prices are interpreted as relative prices; the

normalization rule is thus no more than the choice of numeraire. Since the

simulation exercises reported in the following chapter include fixed wage

specifications, we avoid normalizing around the wage rate as is cornmon in

analytical models. The normalization rule adopted in the Indonesia CGE model"

fixes the price index of domestic goods

With this normalization rule, the nominal exchange rate is a monotonic

transformation of the real exchange rate, the latter defined as the relative price

of non-tradeables to tradeables." Because the domestic price index is fixed in

this specification, a real appreciation requires that the composite price index falls

absolutely reflecting the fall in the price of trade abies relative to non-tradeables.

Most applied models of developing countries are extended to include

structural constaints on the ability of some markets to function. A cornmon

constraint on market clearing is wage rigidity. In a general equilibrium model,

38 Normalizations rules and their implications for the definition of the exchange rate are
fully discussed in Dervis et al (1982, pp. 192-197).
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when a relative price is fixed, some other equating variable is specified by which

excess supply or demand are allocated in the system. With respect to the labour

market, the simplest procedure (and the one adopted for simulations which

assume wage rigidity in this dissertation) is to simply drop the labour supply

equation from the system and the labour market equilibrium equation is

replaced with an inequality sign which states that labour demand is always met

by supply (i.e. firms are always on their demand curves for labour). This

specification implies that an unlimited number of suppliers will freely offer their

labour at the fixed nominal wage; the unemployed are assumed to receive nq

income and are effectively dropped out of the system.

The 1980Benchmark Dataset for Indonesia

Most CGE models contribute to policy analysis via comparative static

simulations, comparing a historical 'benchmark' equilibrium and a

'counterfactual' equilibrium that the model produces under a changed policy

regime or environmental attribute. The dataset capturing the benchmark

equilibrium is assumed to reflect observable behaviour. That is, a benchmark

equilibrium dataset is a collection of data in which equilibrium conditions of an

assumed underlying equilibrium model are satisfied (Mansur and Whalley, 1984).

For such a dataset, supplies equal demands in all markets, and can be

disaggregated by each identified agent. Each agent, in turn, has incomes and

expenditures consistent with its budget constraint. In equilibrium, all behaviour
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is consistent with equilibrium prices; consumers maximize utility and producers

maximize profits and market demands equal supplies.

A consistent equilibrium dataset is constructed using national accounts,

input-output tables, household expenditure surveys and other data sources. The

national accounts are largely an outcome of an assembly of macro aggregates,

and typically does not satisfy consistency requirements in various areas of detail

required by general equilibrium analysis. In input-output data, sector budget

constraints are not explicit; the external sector balance is not satisfied; demand

and supply equalities do not appear in national accounts data; household dat~

is usually inconsistent with production data; and classifications differ and totals

do not agree. In constructing benchmark datasets, various adjustments are

therefore required to different blocks of data that are built separately. All

benchmark datasets therefore rely heavily on a series of adjustment methods for

consistency requirements. In practice, therefore, the construction of a benchmark

dataset for a particular model involvessubstantial reorganization of conventional

national income and other accounts. (Pyatt and Round, 1985).

The Indonesian SAM

Input-output accounts provide the underlying statistical basis of

multisector models just as national income accounts serve for macro-economic

models. However, with the rapid development of applied general equilibrium

models since the 1970s, the need for a unified set of accounts which provide a
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consistent statistical picture of the circular flows of a market economy became

increasingly apparent. The construction and use of social accounting matrices

(SAMs) which has gained momentum over the last decade was motivated by the

need to reconcile national income accounts with input-output tables within a

unified and consistent statistical framework."

The SAM has two principal objectives. The first is concerned with the

systematic organization of information about the economic and institutional

structure of an economy at a particular point in time, and the second is to

provide the statistical basis for the creation of a plausible behavioural model of.

an economy for the purposes of analysis (King, 1985). Based on the principle of

double entry bookkeeping, a SAM is a series of accounts in each of which

incomings and outgoings must balance. It constitutes a square matrix where

corresponding row and column sums are equal. Each row and column reflects a

separate account for which expenditures balance receipts. Rows represent receipt

accounts and columns expenditure accounts.

The degree of disaggregation and the accounting definitions reflect the

structure of the adopted CGE model and the set of analytical concerns of that

model; there is no standard SAM that can serve all purposes. Common to all

SAMs, however, is the convention that rows and columns represent income and

expenditure accounts of various economic agents and must alwaysbalance. There

39 The United Nations System of National Accounts (United Nations, 1968) is the source of
the social accounting methodology, and the edited World Bank compilation by Pyatt and Round
(1985) offers a comprehensive discussion of SAMS and their uses.
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is no room for "statistical discrepancy" items, every flow leads from some actor

to another, and there are no unconnected "leakages"or "injections"in the system:

Reflecting the (Walrasian) CGE model, the SAM does not portray the workings

of the financial market.

In 1980, the Biro Pusat Statistik (the Indonesian statistical service) began

an exercise funded by the Netherlands Government (with the Institute ofSocial

Studies as the principal executing agency) to prepare new methods for data

collection and processing including the construction of a SAM. In 1982, the 1975

Indonesia SAM and a set of supplementary data was published (BPS, 1982). A.

second project involving the BPS and the ISS started in 1984, and the second

SAM (for Indonesia 1980) was published in 1986 (BPS/ISS, 1986). Currently,

work on the third SAM (for 1985) is proceeding but is not expected to be

completed within the next twelve months due to major national accounting

inconsistencies."

The fully disaggregated (261X261) 1980 SAM for Indonesia has 38

production sectors and 72 labour categories. For the purposes of this dissertation,

this level of disaggregation is too high. The 1980 SAM has recently been

aggregated to 26 production sectors and 9 labour categories for creating a

'benchmark' dataset utilized for a CGE analysis of commodity price instability

(Behrman et al, 1989). The aggregation process, described in Dervis et al (1982,

40 Personal communication from an Indonesian data specialist at the World Bank.
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Appendix A), uses what is called the RAS method which consists of iteratively

adjusting rows and columns via a matrix balancing algorithm to force consistency

in the input-output tables and household expenditure data. This resulting

consistent dataset of 26 sectors and 9 labour types was aggregated into 7

production sectors and 4 labour types to constitute the benchmark dataset for the

Indonesia CGE model used in this dissertation."

Table 4.3 illustrates the structure of the Indonesia SAM that forms the

underlying statistical basis for the class of CGE models adopted for this

dissertation. It reflects the accounting base underlying the economy embodied.

in the Indonesia CGE model outlined above. The SAM is made up of production

and demand accounts (activities and commodities), factor accounts (aggregated

into capital and labour categories), institutional accounts (aggregated to a single

household, non-agricultural enterprise and government categories), the capital

account and finally the rest of the world account. Table 4.4 reproduces the

Indonesia SAM with the values (in trillion rupiahs) for Indonesia in 1980.

Looking at the activities row, receipts for total production (76.31t2 are

divided into those for domestic sales (60.14) and for exports (16.16). There were

no export subsidies for that year. Looking down the activities column, total costs

41 The consistent 26-sector, 9 labour-type dataset, produced by a computer programme
called a SAM Matrix Generator, was given to me by Jeffrey Lewis (of the Harvard Institute for
International Development Indonesia field-office) in a floppy file compatible with popular
spreadsheet programmes. This considerably reduced the effort required to produce a consistent
dataset for this dissertation.

42 All figures in the following paragraphs in parenthesis are in trillion rupiahs.



Table 4.3
Structure of a SAM

Expendillln:o

Factors Instillltiona
Commodities Capital Rest of

Reed"," Activities Labour Capital Households Enterprisea Government Account World Totals

Activities Domestic Sales Export Exports Product-
Subsidy ion

Commodities Intermediate PrivateCon- Government Investment Demand
Inputs sumption Consumption

Facto..:

Labour Wales Wages

Capital Rentals Rentals

Institutions

Households Labour Agricultural Distributed Transfers Factor HIH
Income capital income Prolita Income Income

Enterprise Capital Transfers Private Capital
(non·agricull) Income Flows Income

Goverrunent Indirect Taxea Tariffs Cllpital laX Direct Taxes Direct Taxea Public GoVl
(oil indusll)') Flows Income

Cap. Aecount Private Savinl" Retained Earn- Goverrunent Reserve Invest-

ingl Savings Deeumu- ment
Iation

Real of World Imports Imports

Totals Total COitI Abaorption Wages Rentals Household In- F.nterpriae In- Goverrunent Investment Total Grand

come come Income Imports Total 00
c:.n



Table 4.4
Indonesia SAM 1980

Trillion Rp

Expenditures lFactors Institutions 1Rest ofActivities Commodities
Capital the Totals

Receipts Labour Capital Households Enterpris- Govern- Account World
es ment

Activities 60.14 16.16
7631 ---l

Commodities 27.98 2559 5.15 70.61
11.89

Factors:

Labour 1854 1854

Capital 30.17 30.17

Institutions

Households 1854 6.32 6.46 -2.36 28.96

Enterprise 1753 -0.28 -2.04 15.21
(non-agric.)

Government -0.37 058 6.32 0.65 0.46 l.'10 9.03

Cap. Account 2.72 8.29 4.17 -3.28 11.89

Rest of World 9.89 9.89

Totais 76.31 70.61 1854 30.17 28.96 15.21 9.03 11.89 9.89 295.46
00
C)
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- which are the sum of costs of intermediate inputs (27.98), labour's wages

SAM(18.54), capital's rentals (30.17) and indirect taxes (-0.37) - equal the value

of total production, thus fulfilling the required equality between the

corresponding row and column sums. ,Going on to the commodities row, total

demand (70.61) equals the sum of intermediate (27.98), private consumption

(25.59), government consumption (5.15), and investment (11.89) demands. By

definition, total demand equals absorption, the latter being the column sum of

the commodities account. Absorption is the sum of domestic sales (60.14),

imports (9.89) and tariffs (0.58).

Wages (18.54) constitute the factor income for labour, rentals (30.17), the

factor income for capital. Households receive wages, income derived from the

ownership of agricultural capital (6.32) and distributed profits of non-agricultural

enterprises (6.46). These receipts, net of outward remittances (2.36), are summed

to yield total household income (28.96) which is used for (looking down the

household column) private consumption (25.59), payments for direct taxes (0.65)

and private savings (2.72). Non-agricultural firms receive capital income (17.53),

net of transfers to government (-0.28) and repatriation of funds (-2.04) to yield

total enterprise income (15.21). This income accruing to non-agricultural firms

is used for distributed profits (6.46), payment of direct taxes (0.46) and retained

earnings (8.29).

Government revenue is derived from six sources. Oil revenues constitute

the most important single source, accounting for almost 70% of total revenues.
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Oil revenues accrue to government via complex contractual 'production sharing'

agreements with multinational oil companies. Such contractual arrangements

effectivelygive the Indonesian government about 80-85% of net export revenues

after private oil companies are paid in kind ('cost oil') for certain operating costs

incurred by oil companies during the exploration and development of oil fields.

The government's access to oil rents is modelled as an ad valorem tax on capital

income in the petroleum sector (6.32).43 From 1980 data, a tax rate of 52.3%

yields actual government revenues from this source, and this parameter is

unchanged for the simulations reported in the next chapter. Other sources of

government revenue are household taxes (0.65), corporate taxes (0.46), import

tariffs (0.58), indirect taxes (-0.37) and public borrowing (1.40). As can be seen

from the the SAM in Table 4.4, net indirect taxes were negative in 1980, since

subsidies exceeded excise taxes in total. Government expenditures are split into

consumption expenditures and investments, following the 1980 government

accounts which separate current from development expenditures.

The choice of sectoral disaggregation, like other specifications of the

desired dataset, is motivated by the policy issues posed in the CGE analysis. The

Dutch Disease issues motivating this dissertation involve adjustment processes

in relative prices and resource pulls between broad sectors (tradeables vs

nontradeables, exportables vs importables, 'booming' vs 'lagging'), and hence do

43 We follow Behrman et al (1989) in this specification.
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not require a high degree of sectoral and factoral disaggregation. Avoiding

unnecessary clutter that comes with detail simplifies the task of interpreting

model simulations in terms of the Corden-Neary analytic model reviewed in

Chapter 2. The model accordingly consists of 7 sectors partitioned by their

tradeability as well as production technology, and 4 labour factors distinguished

by skill class and sources of income. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 describe the aggregation

schemes for labour categories and sectors.

Table 4.5
Labour Factor Aggregation Scheme

I 4 Labour categories I 9 Labour categories I
1) Agricultural Workers 1) Paid Agricultural Workers

2) Agricultural 2) Unpaid Agricultural Workers
Proprietors

3) Low Wage Workers 3) Service Workers

4) Manual Workers

5) Other Workers, Armed Forces

4) High Wage Workers 6) Professionals

7) Managers

8) Clerical Staff

9) Sales Staff



Table 4.6
Sectoral Aggregation Scheme

7 Sector Classification 26 Sector Classification

1) Food Agriculture 1) Farm Crops

2) Livestock ..

2) Non-food Agriculture 3) Farm Non-food Crops

4) Forestry

5) Fishing

3) Mining 6) Coal, Petroleum

7) Other Mining

4) Light Manufacturing 8) Food, Beverages, Tobacco

9) Textiles, Leather

10) Wood, Furniture

11) Paper, Printing

5) Heavy Manufacturing 12) Chemicals, Refining

13) Non-metallic Minerals

14) Basic Metals

15) Machinery

16) Other Industry

6) Construction 17) Construction

7) Services 18) Electricity, Gas, Water

19) Trade, Storage

20) Restaurants, Hotels

21) Rail, Road

22) Sea, Air, Communications

23) Financial Services

24) Real Estate

25) Public Administration

26) Social, Other Services

90
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Table 4.7
Employment by Sector and Labour Category ('000)

Sectors Ag. Ag. Low High Total
Labour Prop. Wage Wage

Food Ag 15.723 7.136 0.107 0.036 23.002

Non-food Ag 3.184 0.837 0.223 0.061 4.305

Mining 0.404 0.034 0.438

Light Manufact. 3.883 0.156 4.039

Heavy 1.414 0.135 1.549
Manufact.

Construction 2.420 0.069 2.489

Services 8.120 12.616 20.736

Total 18.907 7.973 16.571 13.107 56.558

Table 4.7 describes employment by sector and labour category. Most

notable is the dominance of food agriculture in terms of employment,

constituting over 40% of a total labour force of about 56.5 millions in the

country. Almost 70% of the labour force occupied in the sector consisted of

agricultural labourers, the rest consisting of proprietors." Most of non-

agricultural labour (both high and low wage categories) was employed in the

services sector, constituting over 36% of total employment. Income distribution

as well as total consumption expenditures, savings and taxes paid by household

groups is given in Table 4.8. Table 4.9 presents consumption shares by household

groups.

44 Agricultural workers include smallholders owning lest that half an hectare; agricultural
proprietors consist of landlords who own more than half an heactare (Behrman et al, 1989, p.
64).



Table 4.8
Income, Consumption, Savings and Taxes Paid by Household Group

Bn Rupiah

Household Income Consumption Savings Taxes
Group Paid

Ag. Labour 3.846 3.701 0.079 0.065

Ag. 7.829 6.808 0.841 0.180
Capitalists

Urban 5.984 5.443 0.410 0.132
Labour

Urban 11.299 9.649 1.378 0.271
Capitalists

Total 28.958 25.601 2.709 0.648

Table 4.9
Consumption Shares by Households

(%)

Sector Ag. Ag. Urban Urban
Labour Capitalists Labour Capitalists

Food Ag. 35.1 29.0 12.8 7.4

Non-food 11.5 7.6 4.8 3.9
Ag.

Mining 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0

Light 37.1 30.9 25.7 23.5
Manufact,

Heavy 3.8 7.3 10.3 9.8
Manufact.

Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Services 12.3 25.1 46.3 55.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

92
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Table 4.8 shows the essential sectoral characteristics of the Indonesian

economy. The first three columns indicate sectoral production characteristics,

while the next three columns measure the trade orientation of each of the

sectors. Except for the large mining sector (reflecting Indonesia's role as a

petroleum exporter), the gross sectoral output figures in column 1 reveal a

typical production structure of a developing country where agriculture and

services provide over 45% of total gross output. The per-unit net (value added)

price to gross domestic price ratio in column 2 indicates the importance of

intermediate inputs for each sector. The capital-labour ratio given in column 3.

shows that food agriculture is the most labour intensive while export agriculture,

heavy manufacturing and mining are relatively capital intensive, with the other

sectors in-between.

Column 4 indicates that mining and non-food agriculture constitute the

most important net-exporting sectors, while manufacturing as a whole is the

major net-importing sector. Column 5 shows that manufacturing, in particular

heavy manufacturing, is the major importables sector, although petroleum

imports constitute over a fifth of domestic absorption of that commodity. Column

6 reveals that three sectors export more than 10% of their output, with mining

and non-food agriculture being the most important in this respect. The relatively

high ratio of exports to domestic output in heavy manufacturing reflects the

country's exports of refined petroleum products. The overall picture that emerges

from the data of the last three columns shows that mining and non-food



Notes:
X:
PV/PD:
K/L:
ElM:
M/Q:
E/X:

Table 4.10
Sector Characteristics of Indonesian Economy 1980

ISector I X I PV/PD I K/L I E-M I M/Q I E/X I
Food 9.6755 74.9 1.7 -0.12 1.7 0.46
Agriculture

Non-food 6.0915 75.0 5.4 1.76 4.4 32.0
Agriculture

Mines 14.0415 88.4 183.2 10.63 20.5 80.7

Light 9.2194 27.2 2.8 -0.66 10.2 3.7
Manufacturing

Heavy 7.5556 37.3 9.6 -6.23 53.4 15.1
Manufacturing

Construction 7.5327 32.6 3.0 nla nla nla

Services 20.8309 75.2 3.4 0.31 4.8 6.1

Domestic Output in Billion Rupiah
Ratio of Net (Value Added) Price to Gross Price in Percent
Capital to Labour Ratio in Billion Rupiah per Thousand Workers
Net Exports (Exports less Imports) in Billion Rupiah
Imports as Percentage of Absorption
Exports as Percentage of Domestic Output

co
~
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agriculture constitute the exportables segment of the economy, heavy

manufacturing, the importables segment, and food-agriculture and services as

being close to the non-traded end of the spectrum. Only construction is a pure

non-tradeable. Light manufacturing is neither a major exportable or importable.

Calibration and Implementation of the Indonesian CGE Model

There are two alternative approaches to the specification of parameters

in CGE models: stochastic estimation and calibration to a benchmark," While

econometric estimation of parameters seems the appropriate way to proceed in .

specifying a CGE model, less sophisticated means are usually employed. The

estimation of model parameters using stochastic methods on time series data is

usually ruled out as infeasible. Not only does it impose inordinate requirements

on the available database (which is exceedingly weak in the developing countries

in general), but CGE models involve detailed specifications outside those to

which econometrics is usually applied to. The standard procedure that has

evolved among modellers is a deterministic "calibration" of the model to a

benchmark observation coupled with the use of literature search or "best-guess"

estimates.

4SMansur and Whalley (1984) give a full discussion of both methods. See also Shoven and
Whalley (1984). The following discussion on calibration and choice of functional forms is
derived from these sources.
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Calibration in this context means the ability of the model to reproduce

base year data as a model solution." That is, parameter values are chosen such

that the model will exactly reproduce the equilibrium dataset as a solution to the

model. Calibration determines parameter values by solving the equations that

represent the equilibrium conditions of the model using the data on prices and

quantities that characterize the benchmark equilibrium. By using the benchmark

dataset to generate values for production and demand functions, the equilibrium

computed by the model will replicate the bechmark dataset exactly. This is

assured since the equilibrium conditions have been used directly in the non- .

stochastic determination of parameter values. The practical advantage of

deterministic calibration is that the equilibrium solution is known ex ante, and

its recalculation serves as a check on programming errors. In calibrating the

model to such a base year dataset, the fundamental assumption made is that the

initial position of the economy is one of equilibrium. Although this assumption

is hardly tenable, the benchmark database from which the model parameters are

derived (except those estimated or chosen exogenously) is itself a system of

accounting which is adjusted to internal consistency. To that extent, then, the

assumption of equilibrium is justified as Bell and Srinivasan (1984) argue.

In practice, as observed by Mansur and Whalley (1984), the choice of

functional forms in CGE models is guided by restrictions that ease of solution

4trrhe GAMS language, used for the Indonesia CGE model, executes both calibration and
computations for the counterfactual equilibrium within a single programme file. See Condon et
al. (1987).
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imposes. Elaborate specification of demand and supply functions lead to a

proliferations of parameters that need to be exogenously specified. Simpler

specifications are clearly to be preferred if they serve adequately for the levels

of aggregations and the type of issues to be considered. The computationally

tractable Cobb-Douglas function is often considered to be empirically reasonable

for the high levels of aggregation and the analytical focus typical of most CGE

models (Dervis et al, 1982, p. 141). For Cobb-Douglas functions, parameter

values can be generated by the model itself as a model solution. For instance,

the first order condition for profit-maximization in the Cobb-Douglas production.

function is, as we have seen,

Base year data which contains information on X, PV j, Lik, wk, and J.Lik is used to

determine the exponent Qjk' Having uniquely determined the set of Qjk' the shift

parameter Ai can be valued from the production function

Xi

L etIIL"/2L"-c14K"/S
il ;2 i3 ;4 is

At - -----=----

Additional functional complexity, however, requires the use of extraneous

estimates of elasticity parameters. For constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

production or demand functions, the extraneous estimation of substitution

elasticities needs to be incorporated into the calibration procedure since the
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price and quantity observations associated with a single equilibrium of the

benchmark data are insufficient to determine the curvature of the functions.

Thus, for instance, the first order condition for cost minimization corresponding

to the Armington function is (as we have seen)

M. PD. 0 . 1/( +1)
_' _ [(_')(_'_)] Pi

D; PM; 1-0;

The share parameter OJ can be determined only with a pre-specified value of Pi

and benchmark data on PD j , PM j, D, and M, Once OJ is known, the Armington

shift parameter can be valued analogously as in the Cobb-Douglas production _

function case above.

Once policy parameters (characterizing fiscal, trade or other policy

regimes) are specified, elasticity values are the most important set of parameter

values in determining results for any given model. To that extent, model results

are only as robust as elasticity estimates utilized. Since elasticity values may

combine in compounding or offsetting ways, the robustness of any single elasticity

estimate means little when used in conjunction with other elasticity estimates.

The usual procedure is to take alternative sets of elasticity values (eg. 'high case'

or 'low case') to those used in the 'base' case. Thus, elasticity values are varied

as a set (and not singly in various possible permutations) so as not to generate

too large a volume of results to interpret."

47 Appendix B discusses Armington elasticities and presents results of sensitivity analysis.
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The Indonesia CGE model is implemented on the General Algebraic

Modelling System (GAMS)411 created by the Development Research

Department of the World Bank (Meeraus, 1983). The merit of GAMS relative

to other packages (I am familiar with) is two-fold: it utilizes a concise

programme language that is very close to existing algebraic conventions, and it

permits model representation independently of solution algorithms." Following

Condon et al (1987), the GAMS programme which implements the Indonesia

CGE model consists of 9 separable sections:

section (1) names sets and parameters of the CGE model:

section (2) contains data values either as scalars, arrays or tables;

section (3) calibrates the model);

section (4) lists names of all variables;

section (5) lists names of all variables and equations;

section (6) contains the equations in their full functional form;

section (7) defines initial values of variables;

section (8) completes the model by specifying closure rules; and

section (9) executes with the solve command, and also may hold optional report-

layout statements.

48 I used the PC-GAMS 205 version on an AT personal computer with a math co-processor.
Simulation runs took an average of about 7 minutes to converge to the counterfactual
equilibrium.

49 For non-linear problems, GAMS uses a projected Lagrangian algorithm (Brooke, et aI,
1988).



Chapter 5
Results of the Indonesia CGE Model

The simulations to derive the comparative results reported in this chapter

are motivated by four questions about Indonesia's experience of the Dutch

Disease:

1) Do traded goods prices decline relative to those of non-traded goods?, i.e.

is there a real appreciation effect?

2) Does the structure of domestic production outside the oil sector shift

away from tradeables to non-tradeables?

3) What are the income distribution effects?

4) .How does the policy response of the government modify these effects?

Table 5.1 describes a total of seven simulations conducted to examine the

comparative static impacts of an exogenous oilprice shock on relative prices,

sectoral composition of output, and income distribution. All simulations posit in

common a 50% upward oil price shock, combined with alternative assumptions

of the labour market, fiscal policy and trade policy. Section (i) reports the

results of Simulation 1, the reference or base run; section (ii) compares base run

results with the outcome under the wage rigidity assumption; section (iii)

compares base run results with the outcome under alternative exogenous fiscal

parameters; and section (iv) compares base run results with the outcome under

alternative trade policy parameters.



Table 5.1
Simulation Scheme

Simulations Labour Market Trade Regime Fiscal Regime

1 BASE Run flex price no change no change

2 FIXWRun fixed nominal no change no change
wage for skilled
urban labour

3 HIGCON Run increased government
consumption (GCON)

no change
increased government

4 LOGCON flex price saving (GSAV)
Run

increased transfers to

5 TRANS Run
low income households

6 HITAR Run flex price increased tm,
no change

7 LOTAR Run decreased tm,

101
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Reference Run: The standard Dutch Disease results

The first simulation constitutes the reference or base run against which

all other simulations are compared for analysis. It assumes flexible wages which

adjust to clear labour markets for a full employment equilibrium, and "no

change" in government trade and fiscal policy. "No change" in trade and fiscal

policy is captured in the model by sectoral tariff rates, tm, (for trade policy), and

nominal government expenditure, GCON (for fiscal policy) which are both fixed

to base year levels. The systems constraint for external sector flow equilibrium

fixes net foreign capital inflows (F) and all other components in the capital.

account (private borrowing, PHOR, government borrowing GBOR, and private

remittances RMIT) exogenously; the endogenously determined exchange rate ER

ensures fulfilment of the flow equilibrium condition.

Table 5.2 indicates the changes in key aggregate variables caused by the

oil price shock in the reference run. With the 50% upward oil price shock, the

value of oil exports in dollar terms increases by almost the same proportion,"

Since the systems constraint equation for the external sector holds foreign savings

and other components of the capital account fixed, the overall balance of trade

must therefore stay fixed to ensure flow equilibrium. The exchange rate adjusts

so The supply of the very capital-intensive mining sector (primarily oil) is price inelastic
since the capital stock is fixed and the sector's variable costs (i.e. wages) are too low for
intersectoral labour movements to make much of a difference to physical output in the sector.
Given the model assumptions of fixed sectoral capital stock and full employment with a fixed
labour supply in all categories, the increase in GDP is insignificantly small across all simulations
(less than 0.1% in the reference run). The focus on static Dutch Disease analysis makes only
intersectoral shifts in output structure of relevance.
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to force a change in the non-oil balance of trade to balance the jump in the

(dollar) value of oil exports. The nominal exchange rate appreciates by about

34%, from 627 rupiahs per dollar to 422 rupiahs per dollar." Adjusting for the

change in the world price of oil using Indonesian base trade weights, the nominal

appreciation translates into a real appreciation of 6.5%. While total imports and

total exports both increase by about one-quarter and one-fifth respectively, the

non-oil trade balance deteriorates by almost $7.6 billion (96% over its 1980base

value), offsetting much of the $9.0 billion increase in the value of oil exports

brought about by the oil price shock. Absorption in domestic currency terms (ill

trillion rupiah) increases by 3% over base value, and real household income rises

by more than 11% over base value. Total real investment, also in domestic

currency terms, expands by 20% over base value. Real appreciation and the

accompanying deterioration in the non-oil trade balance constitute classic Dutch

Disease results at the aggregate level, and is in conformity with the theoretical

and empirical discussion of the Dutch Disease phenomenon in the previous

chapters.

51 A negative change in the nominal exchange rate implies an appreciation, given the
definition of the nominal exchange rate as the rupiah price of a dollar.



Table 5.2
BASE Run: Key Aggregate Variables

Variable Base % change

Oil exports ($ bn) 18.07 +50.0

Nominal Exchange Rate (Rp 627 -33.7
per $)

Total exports ($ on) 25.78 +20.5

Total imports ($ bn) 15.77 +26.1

Non-oil exports 7.70 -48.6
($ bn)

Non-oil imports 14.64 +24.7
($ bn)

Non-oil trade balance ($ bn) -7.88 -96.4

Total Investment (Rp tn) 11.89 +19.9

Absorption (Rp tn) 70.61 +2.8

Household Income (Rp tn) 28.96 +11.5
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Relative Prices and Output Structure

Column 1 in Table 5.3 shows the % change in sectoral domestic prices PDj for the

reference run. As specified in the CGE model, the choice of numeraire is the aggregate

price index LjnjPD j , so that the percentage change in the domestic prices of each sector is

relative to this constant aggregate index. The other four columns report memoranda items:

the extraneously-specified Armington trade substitution elasticity between imports and

domestic goods G j , net exports (E-M) in billions of rupiah, the % share of imports in

composite demand (M/Q), and the % share of exports in domestic output (E/X).

Consistent with Dutch Disease predictions, those sectors closer towards the non-

tradeable end of the spectrum exhibit the largest increases in relative prices, while those at

the other extreme suffer the largest falls. The relative prices of the two non-tradeables,

service and construction, rise by 9.9% and 3.6% respectively.At the other extreme, non-food

agriculture and heavy manufacturing - the two most tradeable, the former the major

exportable and the second the major importable, sectors - suffer the largest falls in relative

prices (14% and 8% respectively). The Armington elasticity for non-food agriculture has the

highest value (1.3) among all sectors." With 32% of all output being exported, non-food

agriculture constitutes Indonesia's major exportable sector outside oil. The heavy

manufacturing sector, although with a lower Armington elasticity estimate (0.8),53 accounts

S2 This reflects the assumption that primary commodity exports are relatively homogenous
across countries, and hence more tradeable than other commodities.

53 This reflects the assumption that capital good imports tend to be non-competitive, and
are less substitutable for domestic output than consumer goods and primary exports.
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for an absolutely large value of net imports in the non-oil balance of trade (over Rp 6 bn)

and imports constitute half of total absorption in the sector.

The relative price of food agriculture suffers a more moderate fall (7%) in relative

prices than heavy manufacturing although the assumed value of the Armington elasticity OJ

for both sectors is the same (0.8). This is due to the fact that net imports in food agriculture

constitute a small absolute size (Rp-0.12 bn) and the impact of the Armington elasticity OJ

is dampened by the very low share of imports in the composite good (the ratio MjQi is only

1.7% in the base year). The relative price of light manufacturing decreases by only 0.1%

despite the sector being located at the more tradeable end of the spectrum (and hence more

easily substitutable by increased imports) than food agriculture. Furthermore, the base year

ratio of imports to absorption (10%) for light manufacturing is higher than the

corresponding measure for food agriculture, so that the "dampening" effect discussed in the

previous paragraph is less important for light manufacturing than for food agriculture.

Increased absorption and higher household incomes generated by the oil boom compensates

for the adverse price and output effects of the real exchange rate appreciation on light

manufacturing.

Increased demand for light manufactures is accounted for by both the increased

intermediate demand by expanding sectors downstream to light manufacturing, and by the

increased final demand by households which gain a rise in real incomes. The importance of

light manufacturing as a supplier of intermediate goods to construction and services is shown

by Table C1 in Appendix C which describes the structure of intermediate demand in the



Table 5.3
BASE Run: Relative Prices

Memo Items

Sector PDi 0'; E-M MjQ EjX
(% change) (Bn Rp) (%) (%)

Food -7.1 0.8 -0.12 1.7 0.46
Agriculture

Non-food -118 1.3 +1.76 4.4 32.0
Agriculture

Mines +0.8 1.1 +10.63 20.5 80.7

Light -0.1 1.1 -0.66 10.2 3.7
Manufacturing

. Heavy -7.7 0.8 -6.23 53.4 15.1
Manufacturing

Construction +3.6 n.a, -- . -- --
Services +9.9 0.5 +0.31 4.8 6.1
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Indonesian economy in 1980. Construction and servicesabsorb 39% of the total intermediate

output of the light manufacturing sector (with most of the rest of the intermediate output

being absorbed by light manufacturing itself). Light manufacturing constitutes the largest

single component of the consumption basket of agricultural households, and the second

largest for that of non-agricultural households." Depending on household type,

consumption demand for light manufacturing as a proportion of the total consumption

basket constitutes between 31-37% for agricultural households and between 24-28% for

urban households. Thus, in the case of light manufacturing, the general presumption of the

Dutch Disease model - that a more tradeable sector will suffer greater adverse relative price

effects than less tradeable sectors - is invalidated by the increased absorption and higher

household incomes generated by the oil boom.

Table 5.4 shows the sectoral shift in domestic output. Reflecting the shift in relative

prices, the non-tradeable sectors (construction and services) increase their contribution to

total output. Construction expands most, by 25% of its base value. This is accounted for by

the sector's inherent non-tradeability as well as by its role as the major supplier of

investment goods (the demand for which increased by 20% as noted in the previous

section)." The output of services, despite the large base value of that sector - accounting

for almost 30% of the economy's total production in 1980 - expands by over 7%. Non-food

agriculture and heavy -manufacturing, the major non-oil tradeable sectors, suffer drastic

54 The fixed expenditure shares by household category and sector are given in Table 4.7 of
(the preceding) Chapter 4.

55 Construction constitutes about 65% of the (fixed proportions) composite investment
good, with plant and machinery (heavy manufacturing) accounting for much the rest.



Table 5.4
BASE Run: Sector Output and Employment

Output Total Employment

Sector Base % Base %
(Tn Rp) (%) Change ('000) (%) Change

-
Food 9.675 12.7 -5.4 23.002 40.7 +3.6
Agriculture

Non-Food 6.091 8.0 -25.0 4.305 7.6 -22.0
Agriculture

Mines 14.041 18.4 -1.1 0.438 0.8 -14.2

Light 9.219 12.1 -0.9 4.039 7.1 -0.1
Manufacturing

Heavy 7.556 9.9 -17.4 1.549 2.8 -27.8
Manufacturing

Construction 7.533 9.9 +24.6 2.489 4.4 +37.9

Services 22.189 29.1 +7.4 20.736 36.7 -1.5

Total 76.304 100.0 56.558 100.0
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declines in output of 25% and 17% respectively. Domestic output of light manufacturing,

despite being relatively more tradeable (i.e. with a higher Armington elasticity) and having

a larger ratio of imports to absorption (M/Q) than food agriculture, suffers only a small

0.9% fall in output. This, as explained above in the context of relative prices, is due to the

boom-induced pressure of demand for light manufacturing which cancels much of the impact

of the real exchange rate appreciation.

Income Distribution

According to Table 5.4, non-food agriculture and heavy manufacturing, the two major

tradeable sectors which suffer drastic falls in output, shed a large proportion of their labour

force (22% and 28% respectively). Construction, the non-tradeable which undergoes the

largest increases in relative prices and output, increases its 2.5 million work force by 38%.

This shift in sectoral employment, away from the major non-oil tradeables (non-food

agriculture and heavy manufacturing) into a booming non-tradeable (construction) is in

keeping with the Dutch Disease symptoms of loss of competitiveness of the tradeables sector

relative to the non-tradeable.

The shifts in sectoral employment with respect to the other sectors, however, are not

simply determined by the direction of change in relative prices and output. Food agriculture,

which accounts for 41% of total employment in the base year, increases employment by

almost 4% (over 85 thousand workers) despite an output contraction of 5%. On the other

hand, services - the next largest employing sector after food agriculture and occupying 37%

of the total workforce - expels 1.5% (about 31 thousand employees) of its labour force
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despite higher relative prices and increased output. Table 5.5. gives the percentage change

in employment (from base levels) by labour category and sector in the reference run. As an

indicator of "resource pulls", the memo item in column 1 gives the percentage change in the

sectoral per-unit value added price. The scale of the drop in the value-added price in non

food agriculture (22%) forces labour to relocate to the food agriculture sector, the only

other sector which employs agricultural labourers and proprietors and which suffers a

smaller fall in the value added price (7%). The strongly expanding construction sector, which

is relatively intensive in its use of low waged labour," bids away low-waged workers from

all other sectors. The services sector, despite the higher relative price and output as a result

of the oil boom, loses 4% of its low-waged labour to the more profitable construction sector

by increasing its employment of the high-wage substitute: It should also be noted that mining

actually reduces employment, losing 15% of its small low-wage labour force to construction.

Lower per unit costs for intermediate inputs for light manufacturing and construction

explains why their value added prices increase more relative to domestic prices. From Table

Cl in Appendix C it can be seen that light manufacturing (consisting of food, beverages and

tobacco, wood and paper, and textiles), is a major purchaser of intermediate inputs from

agriculture whose output is now relatively cheaper. Similarly, construction is the major sector

downstream to heavy manufacturing, another sector whose relative output price has

decreased. Furthermore, as seen from Table 4.8 (Chapter 4), the ratio of value added price

to the gross output price is the lowest for light manufacturing and construction. The cost of

56 See Table 4.5 of chapter 4.



Table 5.5
BASE Run: Employment by Labour Category and Sector

(% change from base)

Sector PV j Ag Ag Low High
(Memo) Labour Prop Wage Wage

Food -7.1 +4.2 +2.6 -18.7 -13.9
Agriculture

Non-food -22.4 -20.7 -21.9 -37.8 -34.4
Agriculture

Mines -0.3 -14.6 -8.8

Light +15.8 -0.4 +4.5
Manufacturing

Heavy -9.7 -28.1 -24.4
Manufacturing

Construction +33.1 +37.7 +44.9

Services +12.1 -4.2 +0.2
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intermediate inputs constitutes a large proportion of production costs in these sectors, and

a fall in intermediate input prices makes a larger difference to their profitibility than in

other sectors for whom intermediate costs are less important.

Table 5.6 shows the impact of the oil shock on wages by labour category. Generally,

wages of those factors which are intensively used in the contracting sectors fall relative to

the wages of those factors used intensively in the expanding sectors. The increased labour

demand by the expanding sectors leads to a rise in the real wages earned by non-agricultural

labour, both low-waged and high-waged. Blue-collar (i.e. low-waged) labourers enjoy a 21%

increase in real wages; white-collar (i.e. high-waged) workers, whose average base wage is

1.5 times that of their blue-collar counterparts, gain a 9% rise in the real wage. Agricultural

factors bear the brunt of the contracting agricultural sectors which undergo a fall in their

per-unit value added price. Agricultural labourers fare worst, with a 1% fall in the average

wage, while the imputed wage of agricultural proprietors shifts only slightly upwards. The

real wage shifts worsen the distribution of factoral income, where (poorer) agricultural

factors lose more (or gain less) than their (richer) urban counterparts.

Table 5.7 shows the impact of the oil-price shock on household incomes and real

consumption. Rural labour households, for whom wages constitute the sole income source,

suffer an 11% fall in household income. This fall in income is larger than the fall in average

real wages because the sector-specific wage of agricultural labourers employed in food

agriculture is lower than that of non-food agriculture." Rural capitalist households, whose

57 The issue of sector-specific wages, captured in the CGE model in the 'wage-distortion index'
is discussed in Chapter 4 (pp. 14-15).
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incomes derive from imputed wages and agricultural value-added accruing to agricultural

proprietors, suffer a 15% fall in household incomes, reflecting both lower imputed wages

and the lower value-added in agriculture. Urban labour households, whose income consists

of only wages accruing to low-wage blue-collar workers, benefit from a 19% rise in

household incomes. Again, this is higher than the average wage increases, since the sectors

to which blue-collar workers migrate pay a higher sector-specific wage differential. Urban

capitalists, who earn wages (accruing to white-collar workers), non-agricultural value-added

and private borrowings and remittances net of corporate taxes and retained earnings, gain

a 21% increase in household incomes reflecting both the increase in wages and the increase

in value-added in the expanding sectors (private borrowing and remittances are held

constant through all simulations). Average household incomes across all households rise by

almost 7% due to the oil shock.

Deflating household incomes by the change in the cost of living, the last column in

Table 5.7 indicates the percentage change in real consumption. The change in the cost of

living for each household group is measured by the change in composite prices Pi weighted

by the corresponding consumption shares of that household category. Total real consumption

increases by 11.5% while aggregate household incomes rise by 7% due to the fall in the

CPI.S8 Both the labouring and capitalist classes in rural areas suffer falls in real

consumption which are lower than the falls in their respective real incomes. The gains in

sa The CPI is the weighted sum of composite (i.e. domestic and imported) goods prices. Since
the index of domestic prices is fixed at unity as numeraire in the model, a real exchange rate
appreciation (i.e. a rise in the relative price of non-tradeabies to tradeables) necessarily leads the
CPI to fall relative to the fixed domestic price index. A fall in the CPI represents a fall in the
purchaser prices faced by consumers relative to the numeraire.



Table 5.6
BASE Run: Average Real Wages

Labour Category Base (Th Rps) (% change)

Agricultural Labour 0.203 -1.0

Agricultural Proprietors 0.189 +0.8

Low Waged Urban Labour 0.361 +21.5

High Waged Urban Labour 0.549 +9.1

Table 5.7
BASE Run: Household Income and Real Consumption

Base Household Real
Household Household Income Consumption
Category Income (% change) (% change)

(Th Rps)

Rural Labour 3.846 -11.1 -7.1

Rural Capitalists 7.829 -15.3 -11.5

Urban Labour 5.984 +19.4 +24.7

Urban Capitalists 11.299 +21.3 +26.8

Total 28.958 +6.7 +11.5
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real consumption made by urban working and capitalist classes are also higher than the

increases in their respective incomes.

Simulation Two: The RigidNominal Wage Case

A common observation in the Dutch Disease literature is that structural adjustment

to external shocks is complicated by the existence of labour market rigidities (Neary, 1985).

With respect to Indonesia, open unemployment is deemed to be an important aspect of the

urban labour market (Behrman et al, 1989), and this is introduced into the CGE model as

an institutionally-fixed nominal wage for urban high-waged (white collar) workers in the

FIXW run (simulation 2). It is assumed that the urban labour market for high-waged

workers fails to clear because of employment contracts which specify in advance the nominal

wage at which firms purchase urban skilled-labour services. A predetermined nominal wage

may be set by either formal or informal agreements between employers and employees,"

The rigid nominal wage is assumed to be unaffected by the oilprice shock. The number of

urban high-waged labourers adjust to changed demand condition while the supply of the

other categories of labour remain fixed.

The availability of a pool of surplus skilled urban labour at a fixed nominal wage in

simulation two tempers the real exchange rate appreciation effect of the oil shock and

moderates the deterioration in the non-oil balance of payments relative to the reference run,

as can be seen in Table 5.8. As the price of non-tradeables rise with the spending effect of

59 Some CGE models specify a rigid real wage to reflect the practice of wage indexation
common to many countries. Indonesia does not have an institutionalized practice of wage
indexation.



Table 5.8
FIXW Run: Key Aggregate Variables

(% change from base)

Variable BASE Run FIXW Run

Nominal Exchange ·33.7 -32.2
Rate (Rp per $)

Non-oil trade -96.4 -96.0
balance ($ bn)

Total Real +19.9 +22.7
Investment (Rp til)

Absorption +2.8 +4.1
(Rp tn)

Household Income +11.5 +12.7
(Rp tn)

Table 5.9
FIXW Run: Relative Prices and Sector Output

(% change from base)

Relative Prices Output

Sector BASE FIXW BASE FIXW'
Run Run Run Run

Food -7.1 -5.0 -5.4 -3.2
Agriculture

Non-Food -13.8 -12.0 -25.0 -23.1
Agriculture

Mines +0.8 +1.2 -1.1 +1.4

Light -0.1 +0.8 -0.9 +0.5
Manufacturing

Heavy -7.7 -6.1 -17.4 -14.5
Manufacturing

Construction +3.6 +4.3 +24.6 +28.6

Services +9.9 +5.3 +7.4 +6.1
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the oil boom, unemployed labour gets absorbed into those industries. The consequent rise

in the output of non-tradeables alleviates the initial rise in non-tradeable prices and hence

lowers the extent of exchange rate appreciation. Reflecting the release of the constraint on

the supply of a variable factor, total investment, household income and absorption are

significantly higher in the FIXW run relative to the reference run.

Relative prices and sectoral output

Table 5.9 compares the percentage change in relative prices and sectoral output in

the FIXW run to the corresponding BASE run results. Services, which employed over 96%

of all high-waged urban labourers in the base year, is most directly affected by the rigid

nominal-wage assumption. The availability of surplus white collar labour reduces the upward

pressure on relative prices of services. Reflecting the lower increase in the relative price of

services under the rigid-wage assumption, the value of output of services after the oil shock

also increases by less in the FIXW run relative to the BASE run. Relative to the reference

run, absorption falls less or expands more in all sectors in simulation 2 with the singular

exception of services.

Table 5.10 compares the shifts in sectoral absorption in simulations 1 and 2.

Absorption of services after the oil shock in the FIXW run increases by 10.1% while in the

reference run it increased by 11.5%. This difference is substantial given that services account

for 31% of total absorption in the base year. The positive changes in relative prices and

output of construction, unlike the other non-tradeable (services), are accentuated rather than

tempered by the assumption of a rigid nominal wage for skilled labour. The higher rent to
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capital gained from the assumption of a fixed nominal wage leads to higher savings, and

hence, investment. The enhanced boom in investment demand in the FIXW run leads to

greater demand and higher relative prices of construction compared to the BASE run. The

relative price effects of the oilprice shock are less adverse against the lagging non-food

agriculture and heavy manufacturing sectors, and more favourable to the booming

construction sector in the FIXW run as shown in Table 5.9. The light manufacturing sector

which suffers a marginal fall in relative price and output in the BASE run now gains by both

indicators. Similarly, the output of the mining sector expands by a larger margin than in the

reference run. With the exception of construction, the FIXW run moderates both the fall

in the relative prices and output of the lagging tradeables and the increase in the relative

prices and output of the non-tradeables, The pool of surplus skilled labour available at fixed

nominal wages allows services and construction to draw on skilled labourers without having

to bid up wages to draw them from other less profitable sectors. Consequently, the output

of the lagging sectors does not fall by as much as in the reference run.

Income Distribution

Table 5.11 compares shifts in sectoral employment which occur in the FIXW run with

those of the reference run. The 50% oil-price shock increases total employment by 0.8%.

The agricultural sectors account for only 0.35% of total urban high-waged labour employed

in the base year. Rigid nominal wages for this category of labourers therefore makes little

difference to the change in employment in the agricultural sectors following the oil-price

shock. Construction, which expands employment most in the reference run (38%), absorbs



Table 5.10
FIXW Run: Sectoral Absorption

(% change from base)

ISector

I
Base

I
BASE

I
FIXW I(Tn Rp) Run Run

Food 9.793 -5.2 -3.0
Agriculture

I

Non-food 4.330 -8.7 -6.5
Agriculture

Mines 3.407 -3.4 +0.3

Light 9.884 +2.2 +3.5
Manufacturing

Heavy 13.783 -11.8 -8.9
Manufacturing

Construction 7.533 +24.6 +28.6

Services 21.882 +11.5 +10.1

Total 70.61 +2.8 +4.1
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Table 5.11
FIXW run: Sectoral Employment

(% change from base)

Base BASE FIXW
Sector Run Run

('000)

Food 23.002 +3.6 +3.5
Agriculture

Non-Food 4.305 -22.0 -21.3
Agriculture

Mines 0.438 -14.2 -11.4

Light 4.039 -0.1 +0.7
Manufacturing

Heavy 1.549 -27.8 -24.1
Manufacturing

Construction 2.489 +37.9 +43.4

Services 20.736 -1.5 +3.0

Total 56.558 0.0 +0.8
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even larger amounts of workers in the FIXW run (43%). Heavy manufacturing, the lagging

sector outside of agriculture, reduces employment by 24% in the FIXW run, compared to

28% in the reference run. Services, the largest employing sector and accounting for 37% of

total employment in the base year 1980, increases its total labour force by 3%.

Table 5.12 compares the sectoral employment shifts by labour category for the BASE

and FIXW runs. Contracting sectors expel less high-waged labour and expanding sectors

absorb more high-waged labour in the FIXW run relative to the reference run. This reflects

the fact that high-waged urban labour is less of a scarce resource (an unlimited supply

available at a fixed nominal wage) in the FIXW run relative to the reference case. Services

expands its employment of high-waged urban workers .by 9%, constituting 97% of all new

jobs created for such surplus workers at fixed nominal wages in the FIXW run. The services

sector increases white collar employment as a proportion of its total labour force by

expelling a larger number of its blue-collar (low-waged) substitute (6.5%) relative to the

reference run (4.2%) since the post-shock wage differential between white-collar labour and

blue-collar labour is lower in the FIXW run.

Table 5.13 compares the % change in income and real consumption by household

categories for the BASE and FIXW runs. Relative to the reference run, the falls in income

and real consumption sustained by households in agriculture (agricultural workers and

agricultural capitalists) are alleviated moderately and urban worker households increase

their incomes and real consumption by the fixed-wage assumption in the FIXW run. Urban

capitalists still gain a rise in their household income and real consumption levels despite

fixed nominal wages, due to the impact of the oil shock on their other sources of income.



Table 5.12
FIXW run: Employment by Sector and Labour Category

(% change from base)

AgLab AgPro LoWage HiWage

Sectors BASE FIXW BASE FIXW BASE FIXW BASE FIXW
Run Run Run Run Run Run Run Run

Food +4.2 +4.1 +2.6 +2.5 -18.1 -16.8 -13.9 -2.8
Agriculture

Non-Food -20.7 -:'.0.2 -21.9 -21.4 -37.8 -36.0 -34.4 -24.6
Agriculture

Mines -14.6 -12.6 -8.8 +2.9

Light +0.4 +0.1 +4.5 +16.7
Manufacture

Heavy -28.1 -25.2 -24.4 -12.6
Manufacture

Construction +37.7 +42.7 +44.9 +66.7

Services -4.2 -6.5 +0.2 +9.1
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Table 5.13
FIXW Run: Household Income and Real Consumption

(% change from base)

Household Real
Income Consumption

Household Base
Category (Th. Rps) BASE FIXW BASE FIXW

Run Run Run
Run

AgWor 3.846 -11.1 -8.7 -7.1 -4.3

AgCap 7.829 -15.3 -12.9 -U.5 -8.0

UrWor 5.984 +19.4 +20.3 +24.7 +26.1

UrCap 11.299 +21.3 +20.3 +26.8 +26.1

Relative to the BASE run, however, urban capitalists constitute the only class of households

that are worse off by the introduction of fixed wages into the Indonesia CGE model. The

distributional implications of fixed nominal wages for skilled (white- collar) professionals

thus moderately reduces the regressive impact of the oil price shock.

Simulations Three, Fourand Five: The Impact of Fiscal Policy

In the Indonesia CGE model, total public expenditures are divided into consumption

and investment according to the base year government budget data which separates "current

expenditures" from "development expenditures". Throughout all simulations, government

consumption GCON is exogenously fixed, with government saving GSAV being

endogenously determined (and added to private investment to yield total investment TINV)

as the difference between government revenue GR and government consumption GCON.

To capture the impact of fiscal policy on the Dutch Disease outcome of the oil-price shock,
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three alternatives are explored: in the HIGCON run (simulation 3), the exogenous base

value for GCON is increased by 20%; in the LOGCON run (simulation 4), GCON is

reduced by 20%; and in the TRANS run (simulation 5), 20% of GR is passed on to

agricultural labour households as transfers at the expense of GCON.60

Table 5.14 compares the % change in key aggregate variables from their base values

in simulations 3, 4 and 5 with the reference run. It is evident that shifts in fiscal policy cause

major changes to the behaviour of aggregate variables in the face of an oil-price shock. In

the HIGCON run, the deterioration in the non-oil balance of trade and the exchange rate

appreciation are significantlyaccentuated relative to the reference run. The opposite is the

case in the LOGCON run. The deterioration in the non-oil balance of trade and the

appreciation of the exchange rate is marginally less in the TRANS run than in the reference

run. Total household income increases by 12.5% in the HIGCON run, higher than the

11.5% in the reference run since government consumption expenditures contribute more to

household incomes (accruing largely to those employed in the services sector) than

government investment expenditures. For the same reason, household incomes increase

proportionately less in the LOGCON run relative to the reference run. Total household

income rises most in the TRANS run since government transfers add directly to the incomes

of the labouring poor in agriculture.

60 It should be noted here that such wide shifts in fiscal policy are purely hypothetical,
conducted to investigate the role of fiscal policy in the context of the Dutch Disease. The obvious
political constraints on such scenarios are thus assumed away.
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Table 5.14
Simulations 3, 4 & 5: Key Aggregate Variables

(% change from base)

BASE HIGCON LOGCON TRANS
Variable Base Run Run Run Run

Nominal Exchange 627 -33.7 -36.2 -31.4 -32.9
Rate (Rp per $)

Non-oil trade -6.94 -96.4 -97.9 -95.0 -96.3
balance ($ bn)

Total Real 11.89 +19.9 +8.9 +29.6 +22.9
Investment (Rp tn)

Absorption 70.61 +2.8 +2.2 +3.3 +2.7
(Rp tn)

Real Household 28.96 +11.5 +12.5 +10.7 +14.6
Income (Rp tn)

This result - that a higher level of government consumption leads to a greater

appreciation in the exchange rate and a greater deficit in the non-oil balance of trade - is

consistent with the general argument derived in the Corden-Neary model that the higher the

proportion of additional government expenditures spent on non-tradeables, the larger will

be the resulting appreciation. In the Indonesia CGE model, the parameters bb, allocate

government consumption expenditures shares by sector. According to base year data, 88%

of government expenditure is spent on services, a non-tradeable. A further 3% is allocated

to construction, another non-tradeable. Only 8% of total government expenditure is spent

on the relatively tradeable manufacturing sectors. On the other hand, government

investment allocated to the nontradeable services and construction sectors only accounted

for 31% of total government investment in the base year. Thus, in the HIGCON run, where
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government consumption is increased by 20% (at the expense of government investment),

the increase in total investment is half that of the reference run. Spending on non-tradeables

is substantially higher than in the reference run. In the LOGCON run, the reverse is the

case, with a 44% boom in total investment and lower spending on non-tradeables relative

to the reference run. The lower deterioration in the non-oil balance of trade and exchange

rate appreciation in the TRANS run relative to the base run reflects the fact that the

expenditure of agricultural households receiving government transfers is less heavily skewed

towards non-tradeables than government consumption. Only 12% of the total consumption

of agricultural households is spent on services, which is much lower than the corresponding

88% of total government consumption.

Relative Prices and Sectoral Output

As seen from Tables 5.15 and 5.16, the 20% increase in GeON in simulation 3

accentuates the Dutch Disease effects of the oil price shock. The fall in relative prices and

in output of the contracting non-oil tradeable sectors (non-food agriculture and heavy

manufacturing) is worsened while the increase in relative price and output of the non

tradeable services sector is magnified. The construction sector constitutes an exception. The

relative price and output of that sector does not increase by as much as in the base run. This

is because the 20% increase in GeON in the HIGCON run occurs at the expense of

government savings and, hence, total investment. This reduces the demand for construction

which constitutes the major proportion of the composite capital good.
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The effects of a 20% decrease in government consumption in the LOGCON run on

relative prices and sectoral output are the converse of the HIGCON run. The fall in relative

prices and output of the contracting sectors is alleviated rather than accentuated. Similarly,

the increase in relative price and output of services increases by less in the LOGCON run

relative to the base run. Construction, for similar reasons outlined in the previous paragraph,

benefits by a larger increase in relative price and output in the LOGCON run. Since the

LOGCON run is associated with a boom in total investment (at the expense of government

consumption expenditures), the spending effect is heavily skewed towards construction, the

major input into the composite capital good.

To summarize, increased government consumption expenditures enhance the relative

price and sectoral output effects of the oil boom while reducing such expenditures alleviates

these effects. Government consumption expenditure enhances the Dutch Disease effects on

relative prices and composition of domestic output because it L: heavily skewed towards

services, a non-tradeable, and thus adds directly to the Corden-Neary spending effect.

Reducing government consumption in favour of investment diminishes the spending effect

since investment does not skew aggregate demand towards non-tradeables as heavilyas does

consumption."

61 Although investment demand is skewed towards construction, another non-tradeable, the
construction sector is about one third the size of services in the base year.



Table 5.15
Simulations 3, 4 & 5: Relative Prices

(% change from base)

Sector BASE HIGCON LOGCON TRANS
Run Run Run Run-

Food -7.1 -7.6 -6.6 +4.8
Agriculture

Non-Food -13.8 -15.4 -12.4 -6.8
Agriculture

Mines +0.8 -6.4 +2.9 +0.3

Light -0.1 +0.4 -0.4 +3.0
Manufacturing

Heavy -7.7 -11.4 -4.4 -8.6
Manufacturing

Construction +3.6 +0.8 +6.0 +0.6

Services +9.9 +16.0 +4.3 +1.1
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Table 5.16
Simulation 3, 4 & 5: Sectoral Output

(% change from base)

Sector BASE HIGCON LOGCON TRANS
Run Run Run RUD

Food -5.4 -5.7 -5.0 +7.3
Agriculture

Non-Food -25.0 -27.3 -22.7 -20.6
Agriculture

Mines -1.1 -5.3 +2.7 +0.6

Light -0.9 -0.5 -1.2 +4.0
Manufacturing

Heavy -17.4 -22.9 -12.3 -16.7
Manufacturing

Construction +24.6 -lD.7 +37.4 +23.1

Services +7.4 +14.9 +0.7 -2.1
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Table 5.17
Simulations 3, 4 & 5: Sectoral Employment

(% change from base)

Sector BASE HIGCON LOGCON TRANS
Run Run Run Run

Food +3.6 +4.0 +3.2 +4.4
Agriculture

Non-Food -22.0 -24.6 -19.7 -25.3
Agriculture

Mines -14.2 -19.4 -9.8 -6.8

Light -0.1 +0.2 -0.6 +4.2
Manufacturing

Heavy -27.8 -35.1 -20.9 -23.2
Manufacturing

Construction +37.9 +17.9 '+56.8 +41.8

Services -1.5 +1.5 -4.4 -3.6
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Reducing government consumption in favour of transfers to rural labouring

households alters the pattern of relative price and sectoral output shifts of the HIGCON and

LOGCON runs. In the latter, the relative price and output shifts (compared to the reference

run) were determined primarily by the differential spending effects of increased government

consumption (heavily skewed towards services) and increased total investment (skewed

towards construction). In the TRANS run, the sectoral consumption shares of agricultural

labourer households determines how the relative prices and sectoral output differ from the

BASE run. Since 35% of the total consumption budget of such households is spent on food,

the increase in demand caused by government transfers outweighs the adverse impact of the

oil shock on the food agriculture sector. In the TRANS .run, food agriculture benefits from

higher relative prices and domestic output, unlike the case in the BASE run. Another 37%

of the consumption budget of rural labour households is spent on light manufactures. The

light manufacturing sector, like food agriculture, thus benefits from higher relative prices

and domestic output in the TRANS run, in contrast to the BASE run. The output of

services, on the other hand, contracts in the TRANS run, again unlike the case in the BASE

run where the services sector boomed. Only 12% of the consumption budget of agricultural

labourer households is spent on services, compared to 25% for agricultural capitalist

households, 46% for urban labourer households and 55% for urban capltalists," The

transfer of government revenue to agricultural labourers at the expense of government

62 See Table 4.7 for consumption shares by household categories.
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consumption thus skews aggregate demand away from services towards food agriculture and

light manufacturing.

Income Distribution

Increasing government consumption which, as we have seen, accentuates the Dutch

Disease effects of the oil shock also worsens household income distribution. According to

Table 5.18, agricultural labourers and capitalists suffer larger falls in real household incomes

while urban capitalist households benefit even higher incomes relative to the reference run.

Agricultural households suffer greater losses in real incomes as a consequence of the greater

loss of competitiveness in both agricultural sectors in the HIGCON run. On the other hand,

high-waged workers, over 96% of which are occupied in the services sector, benefit directly

from increased government consumption (highly skewed towards services) in the HIGCON

run. Low-waged urban households, however, enjoy lower increases in real income relative

to the reference run due to the substantial reduction in demand fur construction (which is

blue collar intensive).

Reducing government consumption, which alleviates the Dutch Disease effects of the

oil price shock, also has a less regressive impact on real household income distribution when

compared to the base run. It can be seen in Table 5.18 that the impact of reducing

government consumption by 20% below base value in the LOGCON run is converse to the

increase in government consumption in the HOGCON run. Agricultural households suffer

lower falls in real incomes while urban capitalist households enjoy lower increases in real

incomes relative to the reference run. Urban worker households derive substantially larger
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Table 5.18
Simulations 3, 4 & 5: Real Household Income

(% change from base)

Household Base BASE HIGCON LOGCON TRANS
Category (Th. Rps) Run Run Run Run

AgWor 3.846 -7.1 -8.6 -5.6 +33.7

AgCap 7.829 -11.5 -13.5 -9.6 -0.4

UrWor 5.984 +24.7 +22.9 +26.6 +18.0

UrCap 11.299 +26.8 +32.1 +22.0 +16.8

income increases relative to the reference run due to the boom in construction in the

LOGCON run.

The pattern of income distribution effects of simulations 3 and 4 is radically altered

in simulation 5, the TRANS run. Unlike the reference run and both the fiscal experiments

(reduced and increased government consumption), government transfers to households of

agricultural labourers leads such households to benefit a high increase in real incomes

despite the oil shock. Agricultural proprietors reap the benefits of increased demand as a

result of this transfer given that almost half of the consumption basket of rural labour

households is devoted to agricultural products. The loss of competitiveness of the traded

agricultural sector, however, outweighs the benefits of the transfer, and agricultural

proprietors suffer a small net fall in real incomes. While urban households (both blue and

white collar) still benefit from the oil price shock, their increase in real incomes are

substantially reduced when compared to the BASE run.
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Simulations Six and Seven: The Impact of Trade Policy

In the base year, import tariff rates were highest for food agriculture and (light and

heavy) manufacturing. Tariffs for mining and non-food agriculture were very low." To

capture the impact of trade policy on the Dutch Disease outcome of an oil price shock, two

alternatives are explored: in the HITAR run (simulation 6), tariffs on food agriculture and

on heavy and light manufacturing are doubled; in the LOTAR run (simulation 7), tariffs on

these sectors are halved. Both simulations hold government consumption fixed to base year

levels so that the change in government revenue caused by the altered tariff structures are

absorbed by changes in government saving (which is then aggregated with private investment

to yield total investment).

As can be seen in Table 5.19, changes in the tariff regime have little impact on the

non-oil trade balance and real household income when compared with the BASE run.

However, the extent of real appreciation caused by the oil price shock is significantly

increased in the high tariff case since then the burden of adjustment to the oil price shock

falls more on the unprotected tradeable sectors. For analogous reason, real exchange rate

appreciation is lower in the lower tariff case relative to the base run. High tariffs lead to

lower aggregate investment despite higher tariff revenues accruing to government, and vice-

versa (i.e. lower tariff revenues lead to higher aggregate investment). This is because the

higher real appreciation caused by a higher tariff regime causes greater substitution in

favour of non-tradeables; the consequent fall in the per-unit value added price of oil

63 Those sectors close to the non-tradeable end of the commodity spectrum (construction and
services) had zero tariffs rates by definition.
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Table 5.19
Simulations 6 & 7: Key Aggregate Variables

(% change from base)

BASE HITAR LOTAR
Variable Run Run Run

Nominal Exchange -33.7 -36.7 -32.2
Rate (Rp per $)

Non-oil trade -96.4 -96.5 -96.4
balance ($ bn)

Total Real + 19.9 +14.5 +22.5
Investment (Rp tn)

Absorption (Rp tn) +2.8 +3.2 +2.5

Real Household +11.5 +11.5 +11.6
Income (Rp tn)

(relative to the base run) reduces the government's oil revenues enough to reduce

government savings and hence aggregate investment.

Relative Prices and Sectoral Output

As seen in Table 5.20, the high tariff regime accentuates the relative price effects of

the oil price shock while the low tariff regime alleviates it. Food agriculture and heavy

manufacturing suffer larger falls in relative prices despite the higher levels of protection

afforded under the high tariff run. As a result of the rise in the import price, the price of

the composite good increases leading to a fall in demand for the composite good. If this

price effect outweighs the substitution effect, the net demand for domestic output of that

good will fall. In this sense, domestic supply in food agriculture and heavy manufacturing
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are complements for imports.f so that higher priced imports do not lead to a rise in the

demand for domestic supply. As a for light manufacturing, where the domestically produced

good is a substitute for the imported good, there is an outward shift in the demand for the

domestically produced good with the raising of the tariff on the sector.

Since the impact of the higher tariff regime is to make tradeables relatively more

expensive than non-tradeables, there is a shift in demand towards the non-tradeable sectors.

Higher demand for services leads to a substantial increase in its relative price under higher

tariffs. The relative price for the construction sector, however, shows little change since the

substitution effect in its favour due to a higher real appreciation is balanced by the fallin

demand caused by the lower aggregate investment. The burden of adjustment to higher oil

prices under the high tariff regime falls primarily on non-food agriculture (which suffers an

even larger adverse relative price effect), the major unprotected non-oil tradeable sector.

In the low tariff case, the relative price effects are converse to the high tariff simulation

discussed above.

The impact of the tariff regime on sectoral output is shown in Table 5.21. The results

reflect the relative price shifts illustrated in the previous table. The structure of production

skews more markedly under the high tariff regime than in the low tariff regime. Greater

protection does not moderate the declines in domestic output of food agriculture or heavy

manufacturing, both of which as already pointed out are complements for imports. The

major lagging exportable, non-food agriculture, is even more retarded in the high tariff case.

64 Table 5.3 gives the assumed values of sectoral trade substitution elasticities. For reasons
given in the text accompanying the table, the elasticity for food and heavy manufacturing is less
than unity while that for light manufacturing is more than unity.
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III I

Table 5.20
Simulations 6 &. 7: Relative Domestic Prices

(% change from base)

Sector I BASE HITAR LOTAR
Run Run Run

Food -7.1 -7.8 -6.8
Agriculture

Non-Food -13.8 -15.3 -13.0
Agriculture

Mines +0.8 -6.3 +1.0

Light -0.1 +0.5 -0.3
Manufacturing

Heavy -7.7 ..8.4 -7.4
Manufacturing

Construction +3.6 +3.5 +3.6

Services +9.9 +13.9 +7.8

II

Table 5.21
Simulations 6 &. 7: Sectoral Output

(% change from base)

Sector Sim 1 Sim 4(a) Sim 4(b)

Food Agriculture -5.4 -5.9 -5.1

Non-Food Agriculture -25.0 -27.2 -23.7

Mines -1.1 -5.8 +1.3

Light Manufacturing -0.9 -0.4 -1.2

Heavy Manufacturing -17.4 -19.0 -16.6

Construction +24.6 +19.6 +27.0

Services +7.4 +12.0 +5.1
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Due to expenditure switching effects of the higher exchange rate appreciation, the output

of services increases substantially under the high tariff regime relative to the base run. And

with lower aggregate investment under the high tariff case, the expansion in output of the

booming construction sector is substantially less under high tariffs than in the base case.

Sectoral output results for the LOTAR run are converse to those for the HITAR run. The

output of lagging non-oil tradeables (non-food agriculture and heavy manufacturing)

contracts less under the low tariff case than in the base case. Services output expands less

in the LOTAR run relative to the BASE run. The larger increase in aggregate investment

in the low tariff case leads to a greater expansion in construction output relative to the base

run.

Income Distribution

The impact of high and low tariff regimes on real household income distribution is

shown in Table 5.22. High tariffs, which as we have seen accentuates the oil price shock's

impact on relative prices and sectoral composition of output, also leads to a more regressive

distribution of household income. The fall in competitiveness in agriculture which is

worsened under the high tariff regime causes a greater fall in the real household incomes

of agricultural workers and proprietors. On the other hand, the sharp increase in the relative

price of services enhances the gains of households of high-waged skilled (white collar)

workers. Although services is also a major employer of blue-collar workers, the smaller

expansion in construction (intensive in the use of blue-collar workers) in the high tariff case

leads to a smaller increase in their real household incomes relative to the base case. The
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distributive impact of low tariffs is converse to the high tariff case. Low tariffs, which

alleviate th -_ -dative price and sectoral output effects registered in the base run, also lead

to a less regressive distribution of real household incomes. Agricultural incomes for both

workers and proprietors fall less precipitiously and incomes of white collar households rise

less dramatically under the low tariff regime relative to the reference run. The larger

expansion in construction, associated with higher aggregate investment in the low tariff run,

leads to a larger increase in the real household income of blue-collar workers when

compared to the BASE run.

Table 5.22
Simulations 6 & 7: Real Household Income

(% change from base)

Household Base BASE HITAR LOTAR
Category (Th. Rps) Run Run Run

AgWor 3.846 -7.1 -9.3 -5.9

AgCap 7.829 -11.5 -14.1 -10.1

UrWor 5.984 +24.7 +24.1 +25.1

UrCap 11.299 +26.8 +29.5 +25.5



Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions

The term "Dutch Disease" was first used in the popular sense to refer to

the negative effects of the offshore natural gas discoveries during the 1960s on

Dutch manufacturing. By the 1980s, the phrase was extended to include all net oil-

exporting countries whose non-oil tradeables sectors (import-substitutes and

exportables in both agriculture and manufacturing) suffered adverse consequences

as a result of natural resource discoveries and the oil price shocks of the 1970s.

The term as used in mainstream economics literature refers to the contraction of

the non-oil tradeabies sector (relative to GDP) brought about by the general

equilibrium effects of a booming sector.

As argued in the introductory chapter, the "disease" strictly-speaking is

merely the normal outcome of a market economy adjusting to the effects of a

resource-based windfall. The essential variables at play in the adjustment process,

as shown by the Corden-Neary model, are the appreciation of the real exchange

rate and the movement of resources into the boom sector. The questions raised

in the empirical literature concern the extent of real appreciation or "loss of

competitiveness", the extent of the shift in the production structure towards non-

tradeables and the consequent often severe balance of payments problems among

the class of net oil-exporting countries with high absorptive capacities.

In the theoretical literature, the heart of the debate concerns whether and

how the decline of the non-oil tradeables sector may lead to (or be thought by

policy makers to lead to) a non-optimal de-cumulation of physical and human
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capital during the period of the resource boom. If the boom is expected to be

temporary (and this applies to those net oil- exporters like Indonesia which expect

to run out of reserves in a relatively short period of about two decades or so), the

policy-relevant issue concerns whether it is socially efficient to run down the non

oil tradeables in the short to medium run. In the context of less developed

countries such as Indonesia, where most of the windfall retained domestically

accrues to the government, the nature and extent of Dutch Disease-type

adjustments depend on how and on what the government spends the windfall

revenues.

the oil price shock in the BASE run resulted in a worsened non-oil trade

balance reflecting increased absorption via imports and a loss in competitiveness

of its major import-substituting and exportable industries. The real appreciation

forced an adjustment in the non-oil balance of trade to compensate for the large

increase in the dollar value of oil exports. Relative domestic prices shifted in

favour of non-tradeables (services and construction) and against tradeables (non

food agriculture and heavy manufacturing). Reflecting this shift in relative prices,

output expanded in the non-tradeable sectors and contracted in the tradeable

sectors. The tradeable sectors, as a consequence of the fall in profitability, shed

labour into the absorbing non-tradeable sectors. The impact on both wages and

household incomes was highly regressive. This reflected the sectoral shifts in prices

and output which in sum were biased against (poorer) agricultural factors (and the

households they constituted) in favour of the richer urban factors.
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The FIXW run which incorporated the assumption of rigid nominal wages

for high-waged (white collar) labour served to moderate the extent of the real

appreciation and of the deterioration in the non-oil balance of payments by a

small margin. Reflecting the release of a constraint on a variable factor of

production - viz. an unlimited availability at fixed nominal wages - aggregate

investment, income and absorption were significantly higher in the FIXW run.

Services, the predominant employer of white-collar labour, faced less upward

pressure on prices and the value of post-shock output was not as high as in the

BASE run. Construction (the major investment good) underwent an even greate~

boom (in prices and output), due to the higher increase in aggregate investment

in the FIXW run. The adverse impact of the oil shock on non-oil tradeabies was

moderated, as the expanding sectors did not need to force the wages of white

collar labourers up in order to draw them from the contracting non-oil tradeable

sectors. The distributive outcome of the oil shock was less regressive under the

rigid-wage assumption. This reflected two factors: (a), the highest paid (white

collar) category of workers faced fixed nominal wages (although wages were not

their only source of income) so that the top income class did not benefit as much

by the oil shock and (b), the contracting agricultural sectors are not as adversely

affected as in the flex-wage case so that the lower-income agricultural households

did not suffer as much by the oil shock.

Shifts in fiscal policy caused major changes to the post-shock outcome.

Since government consumption expenditures (with parametrically fixed sector
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shares) were heavily skewed towards services, fiscal policy had a large impact on

the exchange rate and the non-oil trade balance. Higher government consumption

in the HIGCON run significantly accentuated the appreciation of the real

exchange rate and the deterioration of the non-oil balance of payments. The

opposite was the case with low government consumption in the LOGCON run.

The spending effect of the oil boom was significantly reduced when government

revenues were transferred to agricultural labour households (at the expense of

government consumption) in the TRANS run since the consumption basket of

such households was less heavily skewed towards services.

Increased government consumption worsened the Dutch Disease effects of

the oil shock on relative prices and sectoral output, and lowered government

consumption alleviated them. The relative prices and sector output of non-oil

tradeables reduced further while those of services was magnified in the H.l.GCON

run. The reverse was the case in the LOGCON run. Construction (the major input

into investment) constituted the exception to this pattern since government savings

(aggregated with private savings to yield total investment) were treated as residual

in government revenue so that high government consumption was associated with

correspondingly lower total investment. In sum, government consumption

expenditure augmented the Dutch Disease effects of the oil shock on relative

prices and composition of domestic output because it was heavily skewed towards

services, a non-tradeable. Reducing such expenditure in favour of saving (and

hence in favour of investment given the "classical" closure rule of the model)
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diminished the effects since investment did not skew demand towards non-

tradeables as heavily as did consumption.

In the TRANS run, where government revenues were diverted away from

public consumption and transferred to rural labour households, this pattern of

relative price and sectoral output shifts was altered. The sectoral consumption

shares of the labouring agricultural households differed markedly from those of

the public sector, with food agriculture and light manufacturing occupying a large

portion of the household budget. Thus, in contrast to the BASE run, these two

sectors experienced higher relative prices and sector outputs. The services sector.

which boomed in the BASE run contracted instead in the TRANS run. The

transfer of government revenue to poor agricultural households thus skewed

demand away from services to food agriculture and light manufacturing.

Increased government consumption which accentuated the Dutch Disease

effects of the oil shock also had a more regressive impact on household income

distribution. Agricultural factors and their households suffered greater falls in

incomes as a result of the greater loss of competitiveness in the sectors they were

engaged in. High-waged (white collar) workers, over 96% of which were occupied

in the services sector, benefited directly from increased government consumption

(which was heavily skewed towards services). Low-waged (blue collar) workers

gained lower increases in incomes under the high government consumption

scenario than in the reference run, due to the substantial decrease in demand for

construction, a blue-collar intensive industry. Reducing government consumption
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alleviates the regressive impact of the oil shock on income distribution, The

distributive impact of government consumption reduced by 20% below base value

in the LOGCON run was converse to that of government consumption increased

by 20% above base value in the HIGCON run.

This pattern of income distribution effects was radically altered with

government transfers to labouring agricultural households. This class of households

experienced a high increase in incomes despite the oil shock. Agricultural

proprietors - which stood to benefit from increased domestic demand associated

with the transfers - suffered a small net loss in incomes in the TRANS run due to.

the contraction of traded (non-food) agricultural sector. Although both classes of

urban households (blue and white collar) still gained income increases from the

oil shock, these were substantially reduced relative to the reference run.

Changes in the tariff regime had little impact on the non-oil trade balance,

although higher tariffs added significantly to the real appreciation outcome of the

oil shock in the HITAR run. Low tariffs, on the other hand, reduced the extent

of real exchange rate appreciation which followed the oil shock in the LOTAR

run. The high tariff regime accentuated the Dutch Disease effects of the oil shock

on relative prices and sector composition of domestic output while the low tariff

regime alleviated these. Higher priced imports did not lead to an increase in the

demand for domestic supply of food agriculture and heavy manufactures, so that

these sectors suffered even larger falls in relative prices and outputs despite the

higher level of protection afforded under the high tariff regime. Light
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manufactures gained from the higher demand for the domestic substitute

generated under high tariffs since in this case the price effect (of the higher-priced

composite good) is outweighed by the substitution effect in favour of domestic

supply.

Since higher tariffs made tradeabies relatively more expensive than non

tradeables, there was a shift in demand towards services which boomed even more

than in the reference run. The relative price of construction showed little change

since the substitution effect of a higher real appreciation in its favour was

balanced by the lower investment demand for construction under the HITAR run..

The burden of adjustment to higher oil prices ~nder the high tariff regime fell

primarily on the unprotected exportable (non-food) agricultural sector which was

even more retarded than in the reference run. The impact of a low tariff regime

on relative prices and sectoral outputs in the LOTAR run were converse to that

of the HITAR run.

High tariffs which accentuated the Dutch Disease effects of the oil shock

also led to a more regressive distribution of income. The fall in competitiveness

of traded agriculture which worsened under the high tariff regime led caused a

greater fall in the real household incomes of agricultural labourers and

proprietors. The sharp increase in the relative price of services, on the other hand,

enhanced the gains of the white collar households. The smaller expansion in

construction in the high tariff case led to a smaller increase in the household
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incomes of blue collar workers (largely employed in the construction sector). The

distributive impact of low tariffs was again converse to that of high tariffs.

In general, the impact of the oil shock on relative prices, sectoral output

and employment, and factor and household income distribution generally

conformed to Dutch Disease predictions. The general confirmation of Dutch

Disease effects associated with the oil boom was qualified by a number of

secondary effects not captured by the 3-sector analytic model of the Dutch

Disease. The added complexity of the CGE model - specifically, the higher level

of sectoral disaggregation, the assumption of imperfect substitutability, the .

incorporation of intermediate demand flows, and heterogenous labour groups with

constraints on their intersectoral mobility - yielded' results more complex than can

be accounted for by the 3-sector analytical model. The case with light

manufacturing showed that, in a higher dimensioned (i.e. more disaggregated)

general equilibrium model, any particular tradeable sector does not necessarily

contract according to its index of tradeability (i.e. according to the assumed value

of its Armington trade elasticity weighted by imports as a proportion of total

absorption in the base year). Increased absorption, brought about via higher real

income arising from the oil boom, can have an expansionary effect which

alleviates or overcomes the appreciation effect on the import-competing sector.

The absence of the 'resource movement' effect - one of the two major

general equilibrium effects in the Corden-Neary model - was also in contrast to

the standard Dutch Disease analysis. Rather than bidding up wages and drawing
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labour away from both tradeable and non-tradeable sectors, the mining sector in

fact loses its labour to the more profitable construction sector in the reference

run. The resource movements of the variable factors that did occur (along with the

associated shifts in factoral wages and income distribution) were determined

largely by the factor intensities of the non-oil booming (construction and services)

and lagging (non-food agriculture, heavy manufacturing) sectors. Despite the large

exogenous oil price shock, the relative price of mining in domestic currency terms

did not increase due to 'the real exchange rate appreciation. Employing a minute

labour force, the "enclave" mining sector played a minor direct role in the resource

movement and income distribution effects of the oil boom.

The simulations conducted with the Indonesia CGE model lend strong

support to the emphasis placed by Max Corden on govemmenr policies in

influencing the general equilibrium effects of the Dutch Disease. How government

spent its revenue made a significant difference to the impact of the oil price shock.

The results of the simulations matched the empirical evidence of the Dutch

Disease phenomenon in Indonesia and elsewhere surveyed in Chapter 3. A central

conclusion derived from the empirical literature - that Indonesia's unusually good

economic performance during the 1974-81 period was due to the low proportion

of windfall revenues consumed in favour of investment and reducing the deficit in

the trade and non-factor services account - is supported by the results of the

simulations conducted.
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Another conclusion derived from the comparative empirical literature on

the Dutch Disease - that trade protection does little to alleviate, and in fact may

worsen, the adverse impact of the oil shock on non-oil tradeables - was also

supported by the results of the simulations.The conservativepolicy reaction of the

Indonesian government is thus an important factor in explaining the "mildness" of

the Dutch Disease effects experienced by Indonesia over 1974-81 relative to the

other Indonesia-type economiessurveyed in the empirical literature. The large fall

in the contribution of traded agriculture to non-oil GDP and the unimpressive (by

regional standards) growth in manufacturing in Indonesia over the same period.

is also reflected in the results of the simulations reported in the previous chapter.

While possiblyfortuitous, it is interesting to also note that the empirical estimates

of real exchange rate appreciation that occurred in Indonesia over the period,

ranging around 30%, are veryclose to the measure (33.7%) recorded in the BASE

run of the Indonesia CGE model.

The multi-sectoral Indonesia CGE model, based on 1980 benchmark data,

assisted in investigating the range and relative magnitudes of the hypothesized

impacts of· an oil boom on relative prices and sectoral shifts in resources and

output under a number of alternative policy scenarios. In the process, this enabled

a comparison between the qualitative predictions of the theoretical models in the

literature and the empirical solutions to an applied CGE model. The basic

objective of this dissertation elucidated in chapter 1 - to learn more about how the
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Dutch Disease phenomenon can be usefully modelled for policy purposes - was

met.

The simulation results of the CGE model also yield some general policy

implications for "frontier" countries such as Burma, Cambodia, Vietnam and

Papua New Guinea, all countries which have potentially large hydrocarbon

reserves (relative to the size of their domestic requirements) and are in the

process of gaining full participation in the international economy. A central policy

conclusion derived from the model simulations concerns the crucial role of the

government's fiscal behaviour. Since government expenditures are inherently.

skewed towards the non-tradeable construction and services sectors, the spending

effect of an intlux of natural resource rents would be magnified if such rents are

predominantly used to expand the public sector. Thus, to the extent that these

countries use windfall gains to reduce the deficit in the external account and

otherwise limit the rate of absorption of such windfall gains, the relative price

effects associated with the Dutch Disease would be muted. For these countries

which are making the transition to mixed market economies participating in world

trade and investment flows, the nurturing of a viable base of exporting industries

requires that the spending effects of natural resource booms be curtailed and that

relative price shifts do not effect the tradeables sector adversely.

A further policy conclusion relevant to the situation of these countries

relates to the optimal trade regime. Simulations of the Indonesia CGE model

support the argument that a protective trade regime, as a means to obviate the
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impact of the Dutch Disease, is likely to be counterproductive. Higher tariffs

accentuate the relative price effects of the Dutch Disease, and the squeeze on the

profitibility of the tradeables sector is worsened. The burden of adjustment to

natural resource windfalls under a high tariff regime is likely to fall primarily on

unprotected exportable sectors.

In sum, both the actual experience of Indonesia and the model simulations

conducted with the Indonesia CGE model support the general conclusion that

governments of countries which undergo a natural resource boom should adopt

a conservative fiscal posture and a liberal trade regime, curtailing the size of the.

public sector and ensuring a sustainable rate of absorption of resource rents. As

discussed previously, this sustains a competetive real exchange rate which in turn

supports a viable base of export and import-substituting industries and avoids an

over-dependence on non-renewable hydrocarbon exports.

In the context of a neo-classical general equilibrium model with flexible

prices and competitive markets, one would expect the impact of jalling oil prices

to be the converse of the Dutch Disease. That is, a real depreciation would force

an adjustment in the non-oil balance of trade (by encouraging exports and

reducing imports) to compensate for the fall in the dollar value of oil exports.

Exchange rate depreciation would improve the competitiveness of import

substituting and export industires as relative prices shift in favour of tradeables.

However, the rigidities incorporated into the CGE model (such as fixed capital

stocks and supplies of labour) would modify this expected symmetry of outcomes.
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In the FIXW simulation, the rigid nominal wage for white-collar workers would

add to the asymmetry.

In the model simulations, purely hypothetical shifts in government

expenditure were assumed in order to examine the impact of fiscal policy on the

Dutch Disease outcome. The obvious political constraints on such scenarios were

ignored. With falling oil prices, the downward rigidities to government

consumption and investment programmes become critical. The actual experience

of the oil-exporting developing countries in the wake of sliding oil prices since

1982 and the collapse of the oil price in 1986 testifies to this. Indeed, with the.

singular exception of Indonesia (which undertook an impressive programme of

economic liberalization, fiscal control and monetary reform), the capital deficit oil

exporters experienced severe economic dislocation in the latter half of the 1980s.

A clear direction for further research in this area emerges naturally out of

the applied CGE modelling exercise in this dissertation. Max Corden's emphasis

on the "policy reaction" issue and his suggestion that the roots of the Dutch

Disease in Holland lay in the use of resource rents to construct unsustainably high

social welfare perks which could not then be dismantled for political reasons

indicate the value of constructing applied models which endogenize policy

behavour of governments. This would contribute directly to the positive analysis

of rent-seeking and government behaviour under booming sector conditions,

yieldinga more complete understanding of the Dutch Disease phenomenon. While

the theoretical literature on political economy in general equilibrium is rapidly
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expanding (for instance, Magee, Brock and Young, 1989), the applied literature

is still rather sparse. Although the welfare costs of "rent-seeking" are well

documented in the CGE framework, few attempts have been made to incorporate

endogenous specifications of political pressures which yield insights into how and

why certain policies are adopted in a political economy model. A CGE model can

be used to investigate empirically the interaction between private rent-seeking

behaviour and the. government's decision-making process given the structural

parameters of a particular economy. Such research in applied general equilibrium

modelling in political economy would bridge the large gap that currently exists .

between the deductive economic theories of the Dutch Disease and the more

inductive institutionalist studies of the phenomenon in the political science and

sociological disciplines.



Appendix A: Equations of the Model

(1) PMj-PWP +tm)ER (DOMESTIC IMPORT PRICE)

(2) PEj-PWE;O +tej).ER (DOMESTIC EXPORT PRICE)

PDD.+PM.Mt(3) P.- I I I (COMPOSITE GOOD PRICE)
I Qj

(4) P~-PXP -tdj) - 1:) Ppjj (VALUE ADDED PRICE)

PDPt+PEjEI(5) PX.------
I X.

I

(DOMESTIC GOOD PRICE)

(6) Uj-L j PIjj (CAPITAL GOOD PRICE)

(7) p-1: {1II (GENERAL PRICE INDEX)
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(8) X A- L Cl IIL Cl /2L CluL Cl /4K Cl /j
i- j il i2 i3 i4 i (PRODUCTION FUNCTION)

XtN.a. ·k
(9) L.

k
- I I (LABOUR DEMAND)

I W,tlJ.jk

(10) L;-L
i

Ljk (LABOUR MARKET EQUIUBRJUM)

(14) ~-Lj ayXi (INTERMEDIATE DEMAND)

(15) (PRIVATE CONSUMPTION)

(16) Gj-bbpOVCON (GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION)



sSi(TINV- TSTKP}
(17) Y,· U. (INVESTMENT ALWCATION)

I

(19) Zj·L
j
kkij~ (INVESTMENT BY ORIGIN)

Foreign Trade

M PD 6 [l/(pj+l)]

(21) -,.[(-,)(-j)] (IMPORT SHARE)o, PMi 1-6 i

Income, Savings and Investment
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(l-corpt)(l-corps) + RMIT + TRNS (HOUSEHOLD INCOME)

- .E.tePWE.E.ER (GOVERNMENT REVENUE)
I I I I

(26) 1SAV - TINV (WALRAS'LAW)

Endogenous Variables

PMi domestic price of imports

ER exchange rate

PD j domestic prices

PE i domestic price of exports

Pi composite goods price

PV j net price or value added

E j exports

Mj imports

D j domestic demand for domestic products
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x, domestic output

t, labour of category k sector i

\Vk average wage, labour category k

Cj private consumption demand

o, government consumption demand

v, intermediate demand

Y j investment by sector of destination

z, investment by sector of origin

S~ inventory investment

TINV total investment

TSAV total saving

GR total government revenue

GCON total government consumption

YHg household income

Exogenous Variables and Parameters

PWE j world price of exports

PWMj world price of imports

OJ price index weights

P price index (numeraire)

~ constant in sectoral production function

Q ik exponent in sectoral production function
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Hi constant in CES aggregation function

p, exponent in CES aggregation function

oi share parameter in CES aggregation function

E, constant in CET function

Bi share parameter in CET function

n i exponent in CET function

lJ.ik proportionality factor of sector wage to average wage

F exogenous net inflow of foreign exchange

'Lj constant expenditure shares

tm, tariff rate

te, export subsidy rate

td, indirect tax rate

aaij input-output coefficient

~j composite capital good coefficients

bb, government expenditure shares

SSj sectoral investment shares

hhtax, income tax rate on household g

hhsav, savings rate for household g

oiltax tax rate on capital income in mining sector

corpt tax rate on corporate income

corps savings rate for corporate sector

inv, inventory investment coefficient
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K, fixed capital stock

4 5 fixed supply of labour category k

RMIT remittances

PBOR private borrowing

GBOR government borrowing
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Appendix B: Sensitivity Test

In the calibration and implementation of a CGE model, elasticities

constitute the most important set of parameter values in determining model results

once policy parameters are specified. For the Armington (CES) function,

extraneous estimates of substitution elasticity between domestic goods and imports

of various sectors are required since price and quantity observations derived from

the benchmark dataset are insufficient to determine the curvature of the function.

The sectoral variation in the elasticity of substitution between domestic goods and

their import-substitutes indicates the extent of product differentiation or (as in the·

case of Indonesia's food-agriculture sector) trade protect~on assumed from the

"stylizedfacts" of any particular country. Armington elasticity estimates used in the

Indonesia CGE model for the base run are derived, in their order of magnitude,

from Condon et al (1987) and Dervis et al (1982), both these studies being

applications of CGE models to a developing country context.

Table B.1 lists the values of the Armington elasticity by sector.

Construction, a "pure"non-tradeable, has a zero elasticity of substitution and there

are no imports in this sector. Services has a low value of 0.5, locating that sector

closest to the non-tradeable end of the commodity spectrum. Food agriculture and

heavy manufacturing are assumed to have the lowest elasticity estimate (0.8)

outside the non-tradeable construction and services sectors. The former constitutes

the most protected sector, especially for the staple rice which constitutes a large

proportion of food agriculture in Indonesia. For the latter it is usually assumed
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that capital good imports into developing countries tend to be non-competitive.

Non-food agriculture is assumed to have the highest trade-substitution elasticity

(1.3), reflecting the fact that primary commodities are relatively homogenous

across countries and are thus highlytradeable. Mines and light manufacturing with

an elasticity value of 1.1 occupy an intermediate position in the tradeability

spectrum, and in the Indonesia CGE model are assumed to be slightly less

tradeable than non-food agriculture. For the high elasticity case, the three most

import-dependent sectors (heavy manufacturing, mines and light manufacturing,

in that order as shown in the memo column of Table A.1) are assumed to be very.

tradeable with an elasticity value of 1.5.

Table s.i
Armington Elasticity Values by Sector

ISector I
Memo: I Base

I
High

IM/Q Elast Elast

Food Agriculture 1.7 0.8 0.8

Non-food 4.4 1.3 1.3
Agriculture

Mines 20.5 1.1 1.5

Light Manufacturing 10.2 1.1 1.5

Heavy 53.4 0.8 1.5
Manufacturing

Construction -- - -
Services 4.8 0.5 0.5
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Table B.2 compares the changes in key aggregate variables caused by a

positive 50% oil price shock under base and high elasticity scenarios. Reflecting

the larger range of substitution possibilities in sectoral demand under the high

elasticity scenario, social welfare as indicated by total household income is higher.

As expected, the non-oil trade deficit worsens in the high elasticity case. Since

imports are more substitutable for domestic output in a larger number of sectors

in the high elasticity run, the increase in absorption due to the oil shock leads to

a larger expansion in imports and consequently a greater deterioration in the non-

oil balance of trade relative to the base run. A higher real appreciation effect for.

the high elasticity run reflects the fact that with more relatively tradeable sectors

in the model a greater burden of adjustment is imposed by the spending effect on

the remaining non-tradeable sectors (services and construction).

Table B.2
Key Aggregate Variables

(% change from base)

Variable BASE Elasticity High Elasticity

Nominal Exchange Rate -33.7 -35.4
(Rp per $)

Non-oil trade balance ($ -96.4 -100.4
bn)

Total Real Investment +19.9 +21.4
(Rp tn)

Absorption +2.8 +2.9
(Rp tn)

Household Income (Rp +11.5 +14.8
tn)
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Table A.3 compares the relative price and sector output effects of the oil

shock under the base and high elasticity cases. Since there are more relatively

tradeable sectors (i.e. whose assumed Armington elasticity values are significantly

higher that unity) in the high elasticity case, the spending effect of the oil boom

is concentrated on non-tradeable construction and services. Thus, as shown in the

table, output of non-tradeable sectors expands more in the high elasticity case,

accentuating the Dutch Disease outcome discussed in Chapter 5. Mines and heavy

manufacturing, whose assumed elasticity values are significantlyhigher than in the

base case, suffer larger falls in output. This is again consistent with the expected

results of the Dutch Disease model of adjustment to a sectoral boom.

Table B.3
Relative Prices and Sector Output

(% change from base)

Relative Prices Output

Sector Base High Base High
Elast. Elast. Elast. Elast.

Food Agriculture -7.1 -3.2 -5.4 -1.1

Non-Food Agriculture -13.8 -11.7 -25.0 -24.5

Mines -0.8 -4.3 -1.1 -3.9

Light Manufacturing -0.1 +3.7 -0.9 +5.9

Heavy Manufacturing -7.7 -19.3 -17.4 -33.5

Construction +3.6 +3.7 +24.6 +26.5

Services +9.9 + 11.9 +7.4 +9.2
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Although the symptoms of the Dutch Disease are accentuated with respect

to the nontradeable construction and services sectors and the tradeable mines and

heavy manufacturing sectors, the drastic falls in relative price and sector output

of non-food agriculture are alleviated in the high elasticity run. This is because the

sector's index of tradeability (i.e. its assumed Armington elasticity value) is

moderated relative to other sectors in the high elasticity case. For light

manufacturing, however, increased absorption as a result of higher household

incomes (final demand) and the larger expansion of construction and services

(intermediate demand) under the high elasticity scenario outweighs the impact ot

a higher Armington elasticity value. Thus, in contrast to the base run, the relative

price and sector output of light manufacturing shows an increase.

Table BA
Real Household Income
(% change from base)

Household Base Base High
Category (Th. Rps) Elast Elast

AgWor 3.846 -7.1 -2.5

AgCap 7.829 -11.5 -7.7

UrWor 5.984 +24.7 +29.0

UrCap 11.299 +26.8 +28.9
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Table B.4 shows that urban workers and professionals gain higher increases

in household incomes, reflecting the higher relative prices and larger output gains

of the non-tradeable sectors under the high elasticity run. As noted in Chapter 5,

the non-tradeable sectors are intensive employers of urban factors. The higher

total household income in the high elasticity case, along with smaller falls in

relative prices and output of the agricultural sectors, also imply a lower fall in the

household incomes of rural proprietors and workers in the high elasticity run.

In sum, the Dutch Disease symptoms of the base run discussed in Chapter

5, reflected in the deterioration of the non-oil balance of trade, the real exchange

rate appreciation and the contraction of the major tradeable sectors, are

accentuated in the high elasticity run. By concentrating the impact of the spending

effect of the oil shock on a narrower base of non-tradeable sectors, the high

elasticity scenario worsens the aggregate impact of the Dutch Disease. The

sectoral results for relative prices and output confirm these aggregate results. The

ultimate impact on household income distribution is ambiguous in that the poorer

agricultural households suffer lower falls in income while urban households gain

greater increases. This distributive outcome results from the greater gains in total

household incomes accrued through the oil price shock due to greater possibilities

of substitution in demand under the high elasticity scenario.



Appendix C: Intermediate Flows

Table Cl
Intermediate Flows (Tn Rp)

Sectors Fagric NFagric Mines Lt. Manu. Hvy. Manu. Const Serv

Fagric 1.77 0.01 0.00 2.70 0.00 0.02 0.41

NFagric 0.01 0.73 0.00 1.29 0.06 0.45 0.15

Mines 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.01 1.74 0.31 0.00

Lr, Manu. 0.09 0.05 0.03 1.25 0.13 0.28 0.71

Hvy. Manu. 0.26 0.26 0.43 0.40 2.75 2.52 1.49

Canst 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.35

Serv 0.22 0.39 0.65 0.78 0.67 1.37 2.65

.....
0)

00
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